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BUDGET SPEECII: SEIIENTIT DRAFT

BLOCK A: OPENING

1. The longest Budget speech that I have been able to

trace, Mr Speaker, was that given by

William Ewart Gladstone on 18 April 1853 - it lasted

approximately 4l hrs. The then Leader of the Opposition

said of the speech: n... it was so extensive that it is

impossible, without consideration, to weigh its

disadvantages and advantages". That could have its

merits, of course, but I can assure you that I have

nevertheless decided not to try to emulate Gladstone.

ûrstead I shall try, as always, to follow Disraeli, who

delivered a Budget speech in 1867 lasting only 45 minutes.

That may be an unattainable target, but at least I can

promise you that this will be my shortest Budget speech.

f mean the shortest of the first five. And that will not be

its only attractive feature.

?. I begin, as last yeârr by making it clear that I shall

today be proposing further significant cuts in the taxes

paid both by businesses and by individuals. These

proposals will be consistent with our Medium Term

Strategy for effective control of the money supply, for

lower public borrowing, and for further progress on

inflation.

I

¡

I
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3. This Budget

which have been

will develop and build on the themes

the foundation of this Government's

approach to the economy since we took office in 1979.

4. The requirement we then saw, and the country

accepted, was for resolve, for purpose and for continuity.

My proposals this afternoon are rooted in that same

resolve, and will maintain that purpose, and that

continuity. They are designed to sustain and advance

economic recovery, and to further the living standards

and employment opportunities of all our people.
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BLOCK B: \IORID ECONOMY

1. Already by 1979 it was clear that the long-term

decline of Britain's relative position in the world economy

called for a fresh start, for a radical nerv beginning. ¡ina

it soon became apparent that that fresh start would have

to be made in an international setting that was profoundly

and increasingly unhelpful, as the effects of the second oil

price shock hit home.

Z. Last year output and world trade were lower tha¡r

generally expected. In the major industrial economies

output actually fell. And more than 30 million of their

people were unemployed.

3. Developing countries have faced similar difficulties.

ïVeak markets for their products, high oil import costs and

high interest rates have led to a sharp rise in their short-

term debt. They have had to cut their imports. And that

has amplified the fall in world trade.

4. Now, however, there are signs that the worst of the

problems of the world economy are beginning to abate.

5. Oil prices have weakened. For the worid as a whole

this means lower inflation, and. hence an encouragement

to increased activity.



i) 6. More important still, there are clear signs that the

world is breaking the inflationary habits of the l9?0s. In

many countries in the past year the rate of increase in

prices has fallen more steeply than expected.

7. At the same time, interest rates have declined

substantially almost everywhere, including, of 
"olr".,

here. In the United States, 3-month interest rates have

almost halved from last summer's peaks, though real

interest rates remain high.

8. Looking ahead, 1983 should see recovery in the

major economies gathering pace as the year goes on. This

should be accompanied by a recovery of world trade.

9. However we cannot expect a year of trouble-free

progress. Transition from a period. of high inflation is

bound to be uncomfortable, internationally as well as

nationally. The process of adjustment by major debtor

countries has to be encouragedr and world recovery

nurtured and sustained.

10. There is a major task here for the international

financial institutions, which deserve - indeed reguire - our

full support. The need is not for blue-prints for new

institutions, but for increased commitment - political and

financial - to the existing ones.



11. That is why as Chairman of the Interim Committee

of the International Monetary Fund, I decided this winter

to accelerate the process of agreement on an increase in

the resources available to the Fund for lending to

countries in difficulty. And why I pressed for a major

increase. The decisions reached in the Interim

Committee in February require ratification by national

Parliaments - including this House . But their effect

should be substantially to increase the usable resources at

the Fund's disposal; and I hope that the House will share

my view that this is a wholly welcome development.

LZ. The agenda for international discussion remains a

full one. Differences in performance by individual

industrial countries remain wide and create tensions

which are reflected in the foreign exchange markets. The

threat of protectionism, which in the long run benefits no-

one, continues to grow. The efforts of the US

Administration to cut back its daunting structural deficit

are crucial to the prospects for interest rates and future

inflation, and hence recovery prospects, for us all.

13. It is sometimes suggested that countries which have

made most progress against inflation should speed the

recovery process by a resort to reflation. A paradox

indeed: and in truth nothing could be more dangerous for

recovery. The days when Governments by spending more

could guarantee to boost activity are far behind us - as

the RHM for Cardiff (South-East) pointed out almost

seven years ago.
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14. Lower inflation and lower interest rates are

themselves the right foundations for economic recovery, a

recovery which will be healthy and sustainable. They

reduce costs and provide room and encouragement, rvithin

prudent fiscal and monetary objectives, for greater real

growth of activity. .

15. And the prospect now is for just such a recovery. It

will be gradual, but it should be steady, provided that

anti-inflationary gains are not thrown away. And the

international consensus is that they must not be thrown

away.

16. This is the heart of the strategy agreed at last

year's Versailles Summit and recently reaffirmed by the

Interim Committee. Carrying it through will need

persistence and political will: but it is backed by a broad

measure of inter:rational commitment on which we hope

to build in a series of international meetings leading up to

the \4¡illiamsburg Summit.
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BLOCK C: TIIE DOMESTIC ECONOMY

1. At home as abroadr the need is for steadiness and

¡esolve.

Z. Government spending is being restrained. The public

sector deficit, as a percentage of our domestic product, is

now one of the smallest in the industrialised world.

Monetary growth is towards the middle of the 8-12 per

cent target range. And inflation, at 5 per centr is lower

than at any time since 1970.

3. Last year we saw a surplus on our balance of

payments current account of some E4 billion. In 1983 too

v,¡e now expect a significant surplus. Total official

external debt now stands at around $12 billion, compared

with $22 bitlion when we took office, and is smaller in

relation to B¡itain's trade than at any time since the

second \¡forld War.

4, In our own economy domestic demand has been

growing - at some 2-3 per cent a year in real terms -since

the spring of 1981. This is a considerably stronger growth

of demand tha¡r in most other industrial countries.

Indeed, in the industrial world as a whole demand has

tended to falt. With this weakness in overseas demand
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and some further rise in our imports, total output in this

country increased last year by only å per cent. But, while

we expect domestic demand to grow by over 3 per cent

this year, output is forecast to rise by some Z per cent,

which is likely to be in line with, or a little faster tha:r,

the projected growth in world output.

5. I have spoken so far of output in the whole economy.

For manufacturing industry too the prospects look better.

After a slight fall last yeatr the current evidence suggests

that a modest rise is likely over this year.

ó. The 1å per cent rise in consumers' expenditure

betwen the third and fourth quarters of last yeat was

reflected in improved output performance in the consumet

goods industries. Improvements have also been ¡ecorded

in the electrical engineering industry. And order books

and business confidence, in manufacturing industry

generally, are rising.

7. Other sectors too are showing clear signs of further

improvement . T!¡e construction industry's orders and

output are rising steadily. Housing starts in the three

months to January rose by over 13 per cent on the

previous three months. Between the third a¡rd fourth

quarters of 1982 output in the distribution and service

sectors increased by 2 per cent, and motor trading

activity rose by 9 per cent. This evidence of recovery

should be welcomed by all in this House.
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BLOCK D: TINEMPLOYMENT

1. Unemployment, however, remains intractably high,

even although it has been rising more slowly tha¡r in 1980

or 1981. In many other countries it has recently been

rising faster than here; over the past year, for example,

it went up by 1.ó percentage points in the United States,

by 2.2 percentage points in Germany, and by nearly

4 percentage points in the Netherlands, as against only

1.4 percentage points here.

Z. Defeating inflation is the key to lasting growth, and,

at the same time, to creating lasting jobs that are not

simply dependent on Government spending. One ca¡rnot

create stable growth - one would only recreate inflation -

by going all out to create jobs, no matter how unreal the

jobs, and no matter what the cost to the taxpayer.

3. Facing the fact that unemployment throughout the

Western world is likely to remain high for some time, we

have established a full tange of programmes, designed to

help particularly those without jobs who are bearing the

sharpest pains of the long recession. These special

employment and training measures will next year bring

direct help to more than 650 thousand people, at a cost of

about EZ billion.



4. There are four ways in whicb we now propose to

extend this help.

5. In the first placer some 751000 men between the

ages of 60 and 65 are now required to register at an

unemployment benefit office, simply to secure

contribution credits to protect their pension rights when

they reach 65. From Aprilr they will no longer be

required to do this. Even if those concerned subsequently

take up part-time or low-paid work, on earnings which

fall below the lower earning limit for contributionsr their

pension entitlement will be fully safeguarded.

6. Next, there are some 42t000 men over 60 who are

registered as unemployed and on supplementary benefitt

but who have to wait a year, or until they reach ó5t

before they qualify for the higher long-term rate of

benefit. From I June they will qualify for the higher rate

as soon as they come onto supplementary benefit. They

will in effect be treated as if they had already reached

retirement age.

7. Then, the Job Release Scheme. As the House

knows, this Scheme allows men over 62 and women over

59 who so choose to retire early, and so to make room for

employing someone else who wants a job. I ca¡ now

announce a new scheme for part-time job release. It will

apply to the same categories of older people who are

willing to give up at least half their standard working

week so that someone else can be taken on for the



remaining half. The allowances rvill be paid at half the

full-time rate. The scheme will take effect from I

October and should provide part-time job opportunities

for up to 401000 more people who are at present

unemployed.

8. Fourth, enterprise allowa¡ces. These encourage

unemployed people to set up in business, by paying 840 a

week for their first year to offset their loss of

unemployment benefit. Pilot schemes were set up in five

local areas in January 7982, and I can nov¡ announce that

from I August to end-March 1984 enterprise allowances

will be available throughout the country, within an overall

cash limit of 825 million in 1983-84. Indivídual

allowances will run on for a full year, so that the scheme

will cost a further 829 million in the next financial year.

The net public expenditure cost is about two-third.s of this

gross cost. It should help some 251000 unemployed people

to set up in business. \[e sha]I be monitoring the scheme

closely and I hope it will show a continuing benefit to the

individuals and to the whole economy.

9. The gross cost of these four measures is estimated

at 855 million in 1983-84 and Ê100 million in 1984-85.

The net public expenditure cost will be much less than

this - some t40 million in 1983-84 and 855 million in

i 984-85.

10. These new measures will build on this Government's

earlier initatives to help the unemployed, notably the
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Youth Training Scheme, providing 12 months training to

almost half a million young people each year. And the

Community Programme, rvhich is intended to provide

socially useful work for 130,000 of the long-term

unemployed. In 1983-84 we shall be spending . over

E2 billion on the full range of Special Employment

Measures.

11. Finally there is one other matter which has, I know,

been a cause of concern to Honourable Members on both

sides of the House. As the House will recall, the

November 1980 uprating of unemployment benefit was

abated by 5 per cent. We said then that we would review

the position once the benefit was brought into tax. Tbat

happened in July last year. As my rt hon Friend the

Secretary of State for Social Services said when the

House last considered the issue, the Government accepted

in principle the case for restoration of the abatement. It

is right norv to redeem that pledge. In the uprating that

takes place in November this year the abatement of

unemployment benefit will be restored in full.
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BLOCK E: INFLATTON

1. But it is not enough simply to mitigate the effects

of unemployment. It is our purpose as well to secure a

sustainable growth in job opportunities. And we must Ïook

for a larger share of rising demand -demand that is rising

in Britain as well as overseas - to be translated into

British output and British jobs.

Z. Progress on inflation is crucial to the prospects of

higher output and lower unemployment. Inflation was on

a rising trend when we came to office. It peaked at some

22 per cent in 1980. The reduction since then has been

dramatic, with retail price inflation now down to 5 per

cent. The benefits of this transformation ane felt

throughout the country; and it is widely recognised that

it results from the firmness and consistency of the

policies we have pursued in the past four years.

3. Vfe shall not change course. Downward pressure on

inflation will be maintained, Vl¡ith the fall in the

exchange rate some check in our progress now is

unavoidable. In the fourth quarter of this year inflation in

retail prices may temporarily be running at about 6 per

cent, a little above what it is now, but stilt substantialty

below its level of a year ago. And it seems likely that the
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GDP deflator - which is a measure of lcost increases

generated at homeJ [prices across the whole economyJ -

will show a continuing fall from 7 per cent in 1982-83 to

5å per cent next year.

4. High inflation destroys savings, impairs efficiency

and undermines stability. So lower inflation i, goo| in

itself. And it also underpins a return to lasting growth

and new jobs in this country, as in the world economy as a

whole.

5. Lower inflation will expand real demand, provided

we hold to the MTFS. Lower inflation helps consumer

spending, as savers no longer have to put aside so much

simply to maintain the real value of their capital.

6. Lower inflation encourages higher spending by

companies, both on stocks and on investment. For lower

inflation contributes to lower interest rates, so improving

cash flow. And low inflation helps keep down other costs.

This is one reason why industrial profitability, though stíll

by historic standards very low, has begun to recover,

which should encourage new investment and the creation

of new jobs.

7. Lower inflation and interest rates also ease the

burden of mortgage interestr helping house buyers and in

turn house building.
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8. With lower inflation the cash programmes of the

public sector buy more real goods and services.

9. Lower inflation and interest rates have contributed

to the fairly strong growth in demand in the British

economy over the past two years. Ðemand in overseas

markets has of course remained. weak. Now that wirltt

inflation is much lower the level of world demand too

should rise over the next year. With continued success

against inflation we should see a revival of markets

abroad as well as continued growth of markets at home.

10. Low inflation here provides the right framework for

further progress in securing the improvement in B¡itain's

economic performance needed to reverse the long years

of relative decline. It will contribute to a climate of

stability in which markets can operate more efficiently;

and businesses can plan ahead with more confidence.

11. Finally, of course, inflation has long been the enemy

of good sense in pay bargaining and so too the enemy of

jobs. The understanding that the Government will not

finance higher inflation, has done much - though still not

enough -to bring commonsense back into wage bargaining.

The way in which excessive pay increases destroy jobs is

now much more widely understood. So too is the case for

higher productivity, which over the last two years, has

improved in manufacturing industry by some 13 per cent.
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).2. More moderate pay settlements, combined with

improved productivity are two of the reasons why last

year, in a shrinking world market, British manufacturers

succeeded in enlarging their market share. There is some

way to go. Still lower pay settlements and still higher

productivity remaÍn vital to our competitive position.

Provid.ed they come through, British business is ro*

better placed than for many years to make inroads into

markets at home and overseas.

13. And provided. we go on achieving success against

inflation. Today's unemployment was fostered by long

ye¿üs of high inflation. And by failure to tackle it soon

enough. And by failure to keep up the fight. We shall not

make those mistakes.

14. The trend of rising inflation that has appeared

irresistible in recent years has now been decisively

broken. We are now certain to be the first Government

for a quarter of a century to achieve a lower average

level of inflation tha.n did its predecessor. In the next

Parliament it will be our purpose to do even better.
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BLOCK F: MONETARY POLICY

1. One weapon we shall certainly continue to use is

effective monetary policy. That monetary policy has a

key part to play in the fight against inflation is recognised

by the markets and by governments abroad; and it was, of

coulse, and rightly sor a pillar of the last Government's

counter-inflation policy, however much they may deny it

now.

Z. In judging monetary conditions we look at the

measures of money supply and at other financial

indicators such as the exchange rate, real interest rates,

and of course at progress in reducing inflation itself. The

Red Book, - always an alluring document, but now in even

more readable format to match the Autumn Statement -

includes a full discussion of these matters. I shall

summarise it only briefly now.

3. Since the last Budget, financial.. conditions have

developed much as envisaged. In the year to Februaryt

the growth of all three target aggregates was within the

target range of 8-12 per cent. Other financial indicators

also pointed to moderately restrictive monetary

conditions. As in other- industrial countries, real interest

rates remained positive throughout the year.



4. But with the satisfactory development of financial

conditions and rapid progress in reducing inflation a

significant fall in interest rates was possible. By mid.

November, short term rates had fallen to 9 per cent.

They subsequently moved up to around 11 per cent, but

they are still very substantially below the 16 per cent of

November 1981.

5. For most of the year the exchange rate was strong.

The weakening in November and December seemed mainly

to reflect external factors such as concern about oil

prices and sharp movements in the world's other major

currencies. Opposition statements and election

uncertainties may have also played a part in currency

movements, here a¡d abroad.

6. But what is certain is that laxíty in the

Gover¡ment's financial policy played no part. On the

contrary, oul monetary a¡d fiscal objectives were

achieved. Provided we continue to meet them - and we

have every intention of doing so - our policies give no

reason to expect a lasting rise in inflation from the fall

that has taken place.

7. The lower exchange rate will give industry an

opportunity to improve its competitiveness; but only if

other costs are tightly restrained. I make no apology for

repeating that this means above alt still greater

moderation in pay bargaining. rvVíthout that, the fall in



the exchange would bring ontV a temporary

improvement to our competitive position. It would offer

no long-term help in providing a sustainable basis for the

improvement in output and employment that is now within

our gTasp.

8. That is why I ca¡rnot emphasise too strongly our

view that devaluation brought about by monetary and

fiscal laxity and sought as a deliberate act of policy is

sheer folly. It would be a signal to the world of a

willingness to accommodate rising inflation - an inflation

that would undoubtedly be fuelled by demands for higher

wages to offset its effects. Confidence would collapse.

And jobs would be destroyed.

9. That is not the way we intend to go. That is why, by

contrast, last year's Medium Term Financial Strategy

again set out a declining path for monetary growth in

future years. After growth of 8-12 per cent in 1982-83r a

target of 7-11 per cent was suggested for 1983-84. I

confirm now that the 1983-84 target will indeed be

7-11 per cent. Once again it will apply to both broad and

narrow measures of money, though, as I said last year, M1

may for a time grow rather faster than indicated by the

range. Given the prospect for inflation this range gives

scope for a healthy rise in output.

10. The establishment of the Medium Term Financial

Strategy has been more than justified by its value as a
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framework of fiscal and monetary discipline. Another

innovation has similarly proved its worth: namely our

decision to diversify our funding policy.

11. \,tte have made available indexed as well as

conventional assets. And vre have secured a larger

contribution from the personal sector in the form of

National Savings. I intend to continue this policy.

tZ, The Department for National Savings is close to

achieving this year's target of E3 billion. For the coming

year, I am again setting a target of f3 billion. Nearly

fZ billion worth of indexed gilts have been issued over the

past year and it has been possible to dispense almost

completely with long term fixed interest stocksr which

has helped bring long rates down very nearly as much as

short rates.
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BLOCK G: PUBLIC SECTOR BORRO\¡ÍING

1. Control of money needs to be supported by firm

control of public sector borrowing. Otherwise the result

is to push up interest rates, and create strains that sooner

or later prove intolerable. Other countries understand

this. All too many have had to learn the hard way. lThis

country has been no exception.l

Z. A substantial reduction in public sector borrowing

over the medium term is a necessary part of the process

of reducing inflation. lvVe have made good progress.

During the latter half of the 1970s' public borrowing

represented, on averager about 6 per cent .of Gross

Domestic Product. In 7975-76 the figure was nearly

10 per cent. By l98l-82 it had fallen to 3å per cent of

GDP.

3. For the year now ending I budgeted for a public

sector borrowing requirement of Ê9å Ëittion. The latest

estimate suggests that the outturn may be around

E8 billion - or 3 per cent of GDP - not least because oil

revenues have been very substantially larger than

expected. However¡ the year is not yet over, and there

are still large sums on the expenditure side yet to be

spent, and on the revenue side - which has proved very



buoyant in recent weeks - to be collected. So this year's

outturn figure is still subject to a considerable margin of

error.

4. For 1983-84 last year's Budget Statement suggested

a PSBR of 2å per cent of GDP as consistent with the

desired trend to lower borrowing. That is equivalerri ,o

EB billion at the level of money GDP now forecast. In

judging whether that figure is still appropriate' I have

taken account of developments over the past year, and of

the main uncertainties which now confront us. On

interest rate grounds, there is a clear case for continued

fiscal restraint. Interest rates, though lower than they

were, are still undesirably high both in nominal and in real

terms. The fact that the exchange rate has now moved to

a lower level eases the financial pressures on companies.

At the same time it is important not to offset the easing

of fiscal and monetary conditions that lower inflation

produces within the financial framework we have set.

5. I have also had to consider the implications of the

recent fall in oil prices and the continuing uncertainty

about future oil prices. In the last few weeks the price of

North Sea oil and the official term prices of OPEC crudes

have both fallen. These falls are to be welcomed.. It is

worth recalling that in 1979-80 the world price of oil rose

by more than 2å times, and that it was this sharp riset

coming in the aftermath of the 1.973 surge, that triggered

off the deepest economic recession the world has

experienced since the war.
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6. Of course a fall in the oil price reduces the value of

our own oil production. But oil accounts for only 5 per

cent of our National Income; and the health of a much

larger part of our national economy depends on the state

of the world economy. Lower oil prices and lower

inflation abroad means lower prices here. A more

prosperous world will in time mean more output and jobs

in Britain.

7. But, on the strictly budgetary frontl a further cut in

oil prices could affect the balance of revenue and

expenditure, and I have to take this into account. Up to a

point it would be right to let the public sector deficit

absorb the effects of the lower prices. Enhanced

international demand, and reduced costs at home, should

reduce corporate borrowing; which should make it

possible to accommodate a larger PSBR without upward

pressure on interest rates or money supply. It wouid

plainly be wrong, as well as impracticalr to react to every

change in the oil market by changing taxes. Nonethelesst

if any further reduction in oil prices seemed likely to

compromise the success of our economi'c strategy, I would

be ready to take appropriate corrective action.

8. Taking these factors into accountr I have decided to

hold to the previous plan, and provide for a PSBR in

1983-84 of. 2l per cent of GDP, that is [8 billion. This

will mean a further reduction in the real burden of

Government borrowing'



9. Last autumn, I announced measures costing around-

Ê1 billion on the PSBR in 1983-84. Three quarters of this

was directed to reducing the burden on private industry

and commerce including a cut in the National Insurance

Surcharge.

10. After allowing for that, and for the other changes

announced in November, the latest forecasts suggest that

a borrowing requirement of t8 billion in 1983-84 permits

further real tax cuts with a cost to the PSBR of some

[11 bitlion. That is therefore the scale of my proposals

this afternoon.

11. The Red Book gives revenue and expenditure

projections for the period up to 1985-8ó. These allow for

a further reduction in public sector borrowing as a

percentage of GDP over the medium term. There is, of

course, no certainty about the precise fígures. But they

show how lower borrowing can be combined with lower

taxes, and reductions in inflation and interest rates. As

was indeed illustrated by my last Budget, and its practical

effects.
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BLOCK H: PUBLIC EXPENDITURE

1. Central to the restraint of borrowing is the restraint

of public expenditure. And the key to effective contrbl of

public expenditure is that finance must determine

expenditure, not expenditure finance.

2. The House debated last week the public expenditure

\4¡hite Paper which set out our plans for the years to

1985-86. Public expenditure is being held within the

levels set in earlier plans. The ratio of public expenditure

to GDP has been reduced f,rom 44t per cent in 1981-82 to

a planned 43t per cent in 1983-84. T?ris ratio is the

measure of the burden which pubtic expenditure places on

the rest of the economy. That burden is now being

reduced.

3. In working to get and keep public spending down we

have been helped by another important institutional

innovation which we have introduced: cash planning.

Improved control of expenditure has been an essential

factor in making possible the tax reductions I am

announcing today.

4. I shall also be announcing additions to certain public

spending programmes; but they will all be met from the



Contingency Reserve; and so will not add to the planned

total of expenditure.

5. We have also maintained a strict control over the

running costs of Government itself, in particular¡

manpower. By the end of this month we shall .have

reduced the numbers of the Civil Service to 652n000 - a

fall of 80,000 since L979. This represents a saving this

year of around [590 miltion in the Civil Service pay bill.

\üe are oxr course for a further reduction to 6301000 by

April 1984 - the target we set ourselves on taking office,

and which.some thought unattainable.
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK I: SOCIAL SECURITY (VERSION A)

1. Much the biggest single element in public

expenditure - more than one quarter of the total - is of

course social security, to which f now turn.

Z. It is traditional for Chancellors to announce at

Budget time the Government's intentions for the social

security uprating in the next November. I propose to

follow this tradition, but with a difference. rvVith one

exception, which I shall come to later, I shall not today

announce particular rates for any benefits. This is why.

3. As the House knows, since 1976 upratings have been

based on what is known as the forecast method of

uprating. That is, they are based on a forecast made at

Budget time of what the rate of inflation will be at the

time the uprating takes place in the following November.

4. But this method has not worked properly. Forecasts

of inflation are by their natu¡e uncertain. This leads to

increases larger or smaller than intended. In 1981 there

uras an under-provision, which uras made good the

following year, of 2 per cent. Last year's uprating

included an over-provision of about 2.7 per cent because

inflation fell faster than expected. The result is



confusing and uncertain for all concerned: and there have

been many representations from pensioners that it would

be better to return to the more certain historic or actual

method, under which upratings were based on actual past

inflation.

5. lVe have therefore decided. that we shall, from this

November, return to the actual method. The November

1983 uprating will be based on the figure for inflation in

the year to May 1983' which will be available on 17 June.

That month has been chosen because it is the latest

possible if the necessary Parliamentary and

administrative steps are to be completed in time for all

beneficiaries to receive the increase in November. The

necessary legislation will be introduced immedíately.

6. Clearly we cannot give precise figures for next

November's uprating until the May inflation figure is

published. But it is expected to be in the region of

4 4t per cent. The uprating will be based on whatever the

figure actually is, and no less. Statutorily linked public

service pensions will be increased in November by the

same percentage. For unemployment benefit this

increase will of course be in addition to the restoration of

the 5 per cent abatement which I have already mentioned.

I shall come to child benefit in a moment.

7. As compared with a continuation of the previous

method, it seems likely - depending on the precise figure



,l

for inflation in May - that benefits generally will be

increased by significantly more than would have been the

case had an adjustment been made to take account of the

full amount of the over-provision in November 1982 as

would have happened under the old system. h the

[5] years since this Government was elected prices

[willl have risen by about 70 per cent. Over the same

period pensions lwillJ have risen by about ?5 per cent. So

our pledge to maintain the value of the pension over this

Parliament's lifetime will have been more than fulfilled.
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK I: SOCIAL SECIIRITY (VERSION B)

1. Much the biggest single element in public

expenditure - more than one quarter of the total - is of

course social security, to which I now turn.

Z. From the time that this Government was elected it

has been our pledge to ensure that the value of the

pension should be at least maintained. In fact we have

done a good deal better than thai. We have increased

pensions by 68 per cent; that is 7 per cent more than the

increase in prices over the period, and 10 per cent more

than the increase in the pensioners index.

3. The House will be expecting me today to announce

an increase in pensions from next November in line with

the increase in inflation which we expect then, abated by

the 2.7 per cent by which we over?rovided for inflation

last November. I propose to adopt a method which is

likely to give a somewhat larger increase to the

pensioners this year and will also provide a much more

satisfactory basis for increasing pensions in the future.

4. As the House knows, since L976 the annual

adjustment has been calculated on necessarily fallible

forecasts of inflation. There have been years when prices



have been under-estimated, as in 1981, - when a 2 per

cent under provision was made good the following year -

and others, such as 7982, when pensioners have had a

windfall. Given the length of time it takes to rearrange

entitlements, there has always been a year's delay before

the error of the previous year can be put right. \trhen

inflation is rising faster than expected, the beneficiaries

inevitably lose out meantime. 'vVhen, as now, itrs fallen

faster than expected, they gain, with an advance payment

of part of the increase due in the following year.

5. The over-provision last Nov'ember was no less than

2.7 per cent. Some have claimed that we proposed to

"claw back" this money from pensioners: not so, as ïve

made clear in the autumn, we envisaged only that the

1983 uprating would be abated by the amount of the 1982

over-provision.

6. But the system of trying to forecast what's to

happen to prices is a fragile basis for calculations of such

importance to millions of our fellow-citizens. I have had

many representations urging me to restore the more

certain system that prevailed until the Party opposite

withd.rew it back in 19?5: the system whereby benefits

were calculated on what had happened to prices rather

than on what might happen in future if we got our

forecasts right. I have decÍded to accede to this advice.



7. So this year's uprating will be calculated by

reference to the rise in prices in the year to May - the

last date which we can take and still make sure recipients

get their adjusted benefits on time in November. I can't

predict precisely what the resulting figures will show.

[But it is expected to be in the region of 4 to 4t per

cent.] [gut] what is certain is that we shall continue to

more than fulfill our pledge to maintain the value of the

pension over the lifetime of this Parliament. [Between

the November upratings of 1978 and 1983 prices are likely

to have risen by some ?0 per cent, and pensions by some

75 per cent.l
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK r SOCTAL SECT'RITY (VERSION C)

1. Much the biggest single element in public

expenditure - more than one quarter of the total - is of

course social security, to which I now turn.

?,, There are two central issues with which I wish to

deal now.

3. The first is the treatment of the so-called overshoot

in last year's uprating of social security benefits. Because

at Budget time in 1982 we assumed that prices would by

November rise some 2å per cent more than they didr the

present level of benefits is that amount higler. It

amounts to an unplanned "bonus" to beneficiaries of some

tt805l million in a full year.

4. To build on this overpayment in future years would

be very costly, and would involve yet higher increases and

levels of social security contributions hereafter. This

would rule out a number of smaller but extremely

important improvements which need to be made now in

the social security system. There would be no money left

for them.



5. So there can be no question of leaving the whole of

the E[800] million overshoot in place. But we have

concluded that some of it can be left. The measures I am

about to propose will involve a continuing "bonusrr¡ or

excess of spending above the price-protected levels, to

which we are committedr which could amount to some

E[280] million a year or more.

ó. The second central issue is the method by which

upratings of social security are made.

7. As the House knows, since 1976 upratings have been

based on what is known as the forecast method of

uprating. That isr they are based on a forecast made at

Budget time of what the rate of inflation will be at the

time the uprating takes place in the following November.

8. But this method has not worked properly. Forecasts

of inflation are by their nature uncertain. This leads to

increases larger or smaller than intended. In 1981 there

was an under-provision of Z per cent. Last year's uprating

included the over-provision of about 2;7 per cent because

inflation fell faster than expected. The result is

confusing and uncertain for all concerned, and will in all

probability be a source of continuing criticism and

controversy even as inflation returns to more modest

levels.



9. There have been many representations from

pensioners, HMs and others that it would be better to

return to the reliable historic or actual method under

which upratings are based on actual past inflation. \ile

criticised the last Administration when they chose - in

order to save money - to move to the forecast method.

\r/e pointed out its unreliability. Only by reverting to the

actual method can we recreate the certainty the

pensioner and other social security beneficiaries seek

about future benefit levels, and banish the controversy

which now comes to surround every up-rating.

10. The November 1983 uprating will therefore be based

on the figure for inflation in the year to May 1983, which

will be available on 17 June. That month has been chosen

because it is the latest possible if the necessary

Parliamentary and administrative steps are to be

completed in time for all beneficiaries to receive the

increase in November. The necessary legislation will be

introduced immediately.

11. Clearly we cannot give precise figures for next

November's uprating until the May inflation figure is

published. But it is expected to be in the region of. 4'

4* per cent. Benefits which are regularly uprated on the

same basis will also be increased by whatever the figure

actually is and no less. Statutorily linked public service

pensíons will be increased in November by the same

percentage. For unemployment benefit this increase will
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of course be in addition to the restoration of the 5 per

cent abatement which I have already mentioned.

come to child benefit in a moment.

I shall

lZ. Between the upratings of November 19?8 and

November 1983 prices will have risen by some ?0 per

cent, but pensions by some 75 per cent. . Our pledge to

maintain the value of the pension òver the lifetime of this

Parliament will have been more than fulfilled.

)

i

I
I

I
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK J: CHILD BENEFTT

1. The social security provision which is most

important to working families with low incomes, is Child

Benefit. It plays a vital part in action to alleviate ihe

unemployment trap and so in our strategy of improving

incentives for everyone.

Z. For this reason I am glad to be able to tell the

House that from November 1983 the rate wíll be

increased by 11per cent to 86.50. One parent benefit will

be correspondingly increased to 84.05. On the basis of our

inflatÍon forecast this will take the real value of Child.

Benefit above its level in April 79?9, It will in fact be

worth more than ever before.



,l
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK K: OTIIER BENETTTS, AND CIIARITTES

1. But this Government also gives special priority to

help for the sick and the elderly, and for widows. I àm

proposing further measures to increase that help.

Z, In my first Budget I exempted from tax war widow's

pensions and widow's child dependency allowances. In

1980 I introduced a bereavement allowance to benefit

widows in the tax year of their husband's death. However,

because their income in that year is already covered by

other allowances, about four out of five newly rvidowed

women receive no financial benefit from that allowance.

Accordingly, it will now be extended to cover the year

after the husband's death as well. At a cost of some

830 million in a full year. The number of widows

benefiting from the bereavement allowance will more

than double.

3. lVe also intend to provide significant new help for

about 701000 invalidity pensioners. Until now this

vulnerable section of our society has, through the

so-called "invalidity trap", been excluded from receiving

the long term rate of supplementary benefit. I am glad to

be able to tell the House that we intend to amend the

regulations so that people who have been on incapacity



benefits for a year will qualify for the long term rate.

This will get rid of the so-called invalidity trap. And

quite right too.

4. There will also be an increase from 820 to Ê22.50 in

the amount which disabled and. chronically sick peopl" 
""r,

earn before their benefit is reduced. And we shall

increase from CZr500 to Ê31000 the limit above which

savings disqualify people for supplementary benefit.

There will be an additional disregard of S1500 for the

surrender value of life assurance policies. And we shall

also increase to Ê500 the corresponding limit for single

payments of supplementary benefits to help with

exceptional expenditure.

5. 'vVe also propose to replace the vehicle scheme for

war pensioners with a cash allowance at a rate which will

continue their traditional preference over civilian

benefits.

6. These measures, taken together with the increase in

child benefit and one parent benefit, the relaxation of the

abatement of unemployment benefit, and the extension of

long-term supplementary benefit will add El23 million to

the social security programme in 1983-84 and

8305 miltion in 1984-85. Ttre 1983-84 cost will be met

from the Contingency Reserve.



7, But caring means more than cash. Many of the key

needs, for example, of the elderly, are met by voluntary

groups and charities. If they are to do all they can, we

must help the helpers.

8. Once again we have been pressed to reimburse

charities for VAT on their taxable purchases. But,

however exhaustively and sympathetically we examine

this proposal, the difficulties remain and cannot be swept

aside. We have of course been able to extend VAT reliefs

for the disabled and charities servicing them. But a VAT

refund scheme would be expensive to operate and

indiscriminate in its effects, benefiting not only those

charities who do valuable work in the community but also

- and sometimes disporportionately so - many other bodies

wÍth very limited or controversial aims which do not

command public support. So, as before, I have been

forced to conclude that we are right to channel our help

in other ways.

9. And we do intend to give charities al1 the help we

can. In 1980 I introduced substantial new tax relief for

covenanted donations to charities, by allowing relief

against higher rates of income tax up to a ceiling of

831000 a year; and last year I increased the limit on

exemption from capital transfer tax for gifts made within

a year of death from Ê200,000 to 8250,000. f propose now

to carry these 2 measures further by raising to Ê51000 the

ceiling on higher rate relief for gifts made by deed of



covenant and by abolishing outright the ceiling on

exemption from capital transfer tax for charitable

bequests. All outright gifts and bequests to charities will

now be entirely free from CTT.

10. I have had representations about the positio4 of

companies who would like to second their staff with payt

to charities. At present the employee's salary is not

allowable for tax because it is not an expense incurred by

the company wholly and exclusively for the purpose of its

business. For normal business expenses we must continue

to stick to that general principle. But I am satisfied that

it is right to make an exception in this limited caser so

that the tax rules do not hinder valuable gifts of skills and

experience. Companies which lend staff to work for

charities and continue to pay their salaries will now be

able to treat the cost as an allowable expense for tax

purposes.
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK L: HOME OWNERSIilP, HOIISING AND CONSTRUCTION

1. I come now to housing and the construction industry.

The whole House is, I know, anxious to see more done in

this direction. Within the public expenditure plans there

is provision for expendíture on construction in 1983-84 of

over 110 billionr a 10 per cent increase on the previous

year's expected outturn. We want this money used for

the purpose for which it is intended. To help with this we

shall be making certain changes in the rules.

Z. One of our highest priorities has always been the

extension of home-ownership. This Government has done

more than any other to encourage this. Since we,came to

office almost å million public sector tenants have bought

their homes; and the fall in mortgage rates over the past

year has made it easier for first time buyers to meet the

costs of a mortgage.

3. But it is now clear that the !25'000 limit on

mortgage interest tax relief is beginning to hinder a

growing number of families who want to buy their first

home. I have therefore decided to increase the limit to

830,000. This will cost some 150 million in 1983-84 and

Êó0 million irr a full year: it will help potential

homeowners and the construction industry alike. At the



same time I intend to remove an anomaly whereby a

borrower may get tax relief in excess of the ceiling for

both an ordinary mortgage and an interest free loan from

his employer.

4. I also propose to extend mortgage interest relief of

the kind already enjoyed by many employees, whose duties

prevent them living in their own homesr to self employed

people, like tenant farmers and tenant licensees, who

have a contractual requirement to live in accommodation

provided for them but who are also buying their own

homes. This will be accompanied by a similar extension

of the capital gains tax relief applying to a private

residence.

5. [Let me explain that I am not, by this relief to

tenant licensees, widening the scope of Government

policy to transfer public housing to private ownership.

Some Public Houses have their attractions. My aim is

simply to help tenant inn-keepers buying their own homes

elsewhere. ]

6. We want to help people not only to own their own

homes but also to keep them in good repair. Last year I

announced a major attack on dísrepair by increasing the

rates of repairs grant. This has proved very successful

indeed. Expenditure in 1982-83 will be twice that in

1981-82 and a further increase is expected this year.



7. We have already announced that the higher rates are

to continue until the end of 1983-84. And local

authorities have already been told they may spend without

limit on all improvement grants next year. To ensure that

we get the greatest impact from this initiativer the limits

on expenditure eligible for grant will be increased by

20 per cent.

8. Our main aim, of courser is to help people to help

themselves. But there are some areasr particularly in the

Inner Cities, where decay in the private housing stock is

so bad that concerted action is needed. We are

encouraging local authorities to tackle such areas by the

process known as enveloping - where the authority repairs

the external fabric of whole terraces or streets of houses

on behalf of the owners. This has proved a cost-effective

way of improving an arear and I propose now to make

850 million additional resources available to local

authorities for all approved enveloping schemes to be

undertaken during 1983-84.

9. These two measures are likely to lead to additional

expenditure of some t60 million in 1983-84. In addition

my RHF the Secretary of State for the Environment is

today announcing further measures to encourage local

authorities to make full use of the resources available to

them for capital investment.

10. I myself can announce three further steps to help

the construction industry.
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11. First, in 1981 I introduced a scheme to defer

Development Land Tax on developments for the owners'

own use. The scheme, which is due to end in April 1984,

has proved valuable. I propose, therefore, to extend it to

April 198ó, at a cost of some 14 million in a full year.

1¿. Secondly, stock relief will from today be available

for houses accepted by builders in part exchange on the

sale of a new house for the personal use of an individual

or his family. This reflects current developments in the

industry and will cost E5 million in a full year.

13. Third, I propose to increase from 10 per cent to

25 per cent the proportion of office space in buildings

qualifying for the industrÍal buildings allowance - which I

increased in 1981.

14. Coming on top of measures in my last three Budgets

providing help - including substantial relief on Stamp Duty

-worth some Ê350 million in a full year, the cumulative

effect of the new measures f have announced should give

a substantial boost to the construction industry. Some of

them, on their own, might seem small beer, though not to

inn-keepers.
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK M: INDIRECT TAXES

1. Which brings me, of course, to the excise duties and

other indirect taxes.

Z. I propose no change in the present rate of VAT.

3. fn successive Budgets I have sought to establish the

sensible presumption that the excise duties should be

adjusted broadly in line with the movement of prices from

one year to the next. This is essential if we are to

maintain the right balance between direct and indirect

taxes.

4. This year too I intend to follow the same approach.

But our success in reducing inflation means that the

increases I shall be announcing will be much smaller than

in recent years. The additional revenue I shall be seeking

from duty changes this year is about half of the

comparable figure in 1980 and l98Z and about a quarter of

that in 1981.

5. I start with the duties on alcoholic drinks. I

propose to increase the duties from midnight tonight by

amounts which represent, including VAT, about 25 pence

on a bottle of spirits, 5 pence on a bottle of table wine, ?



pence on a bottle of sherry and one penny on the price of

a typical pint of beer. On cider, which is increasingly

competing with beer, I propose a similar increase of one

penny a pint.

6. As for tobacco, I propose to increase the duty by the

equivalent, including VATr of 3 pence on the price of a

packet of Z0 cigarettes. There will be consequential

increases for cigars and hand-rolling tobacco, but no

increase for pipe tobacco which is of particular interest

to pensioners. These changes will take effect from

midnight, Thursday.

1. Next, the oil duties. I am conscious of the concern

felt by a number of my hon Friends about the effects of

increases in the duties on petrol and derv. But at a time

when world oil prices are falling it would not be right to

allow the real value of the duties to be eroded

significantly. I propose therefore to increase the duty on

petrol by about 4p a gallon or [0.9p a litre,] including

VAT. In the case of derv I propose an increase, including

VAT, of about 3p a gallon for under 0.7p a litre] . These

changes will take effect for oil delivered from refineries

and warehouses from 6 Pm tonight.

8. As in the last two years, I propose no change in the

rate of duty on heavy fuel oil. The real burden of this

duty will thus have been reduced since 1980 by some

20 per cent. This will be of considerable continuing



assistance to industry, since it will help to hold down its

energ'y costs.

9. I also propose a number of changes in the rates of

vehicle excise duty. For cars and light vans the duty will

be increased by [5¡ from Ê80 to 885. On goods vehicles,

the new duty structure introduced last year allows me to

spread the burden more fairly. In order to bring the rates

of duty more nearly into line with the costs the various

categories of lorry impose on the road system I propose to

increase the duty on some 1901000 heavy vehicles. This

means that I shall, on the same lines, be able to reduce by

approximately 10 per cent the rates of duty on some

3151000 lighter commercial vehicles. These changes will

take effect from tomortow.

10. The total effect of all the changes in excise duties

will be to raise additional revenue of some t600 mitlion a

year. But let me emphasise again that this implies

virtually no change in the real burden of indirect taxes in

1983-84. The immediate effect will be to add about

0.4 per cent to the overall level of prices. This has, of

course, been fully taken into account in the price

forecasts which I have given to the House.
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK N: NORTH SEA OIL REGIME

1. I come now to North Sea tax. The development of

the North Sea is an achÍevement of private enterprise and

the result of a huge co-operative effort involving

hundreds of companies and thousands of people. \4re want

this to continue, despite changes in oilfield economics.

Tax is not the only factor. Steps taken by the industry to

cut costs, and the future level of oil prices, will be at

least as important. But the fiscal regime must adapt as

well.

Z. I am therefore proposing a substantially more

favourable regime to assist the companies as they move

on to develop new fields, together with a package of

relief on current fields to help finance new developments

which will be worth more than t800 million over the next

4 years, starting with Ê115 million in 1983-84.

3. To encourage further exploration and appraisal, I

propose immediate relief against Petroleum Revenue Tax

for expenditure incurred after today in searching for oil

and appraising discovered reserves.

4. For future fields I propose two important new

incentives. First, the oil allowance will be doubled for



them. Second, my rt hon Friend the Secretary of State

for Energy will be taking steps to abolish royalties for

such fields. These changes will apply to future fields

where development consent has been given on or after

1 April 1982, with the exception of the relatively more

profitable Southern Basin and onshore fields. I am ready

to discuss with the industry whether there is a need to

extend these incentives to the Southern Basin fields. If I

were to be persuaded of the need, any extension would be

backdated to development consents issued after today.

5. Most existing fields make good profits. But to

improve current cash flow, I have decided progressively to

phase out Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax. As a start,

the 20 per cent rate will be reduced to 15 per cent from

1 July, and APRT will disappear completely by the end of

1986.

6. An l:rland Revenue press release will give further

details, and also describe other proposed changes in oil

taxation. They include, following the Consultative

Document published last May, proposals on PRT reliefs

for expenditure on shared assets such as pipelines, and for

charging related receipts. The proposals will give

significant additional relief on expenditure and will

exempt tariffs on half a million tonnes of oil a year from

each field using a pipeline. This will encourage the shared

use of these assets.



ì

7. I believe that my proposals will provide the industry

with the right fiscal incentives for a further phase of

successful development of the country's North Sea

resources.



BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK O: BUSINESS - NIS, CT, INTERNATIONAL BITSINESS

1. From one key industry I turn now to business .and

industry as a whole. Our living standards and jobs depend

on our ability to sell and compete, producing the right

goods and services at the right time and the right price.

The main responsibility for achieving this lies with

industry and commerce. But Government can help by

reducing the burdens it places on business.

Z. These can be twofold. High inflation and excessive

public borrowing has in the past kept interest rates and

business costs higher than they need have been. That has

been put right. But Government also imposes direct

burdens on business, and here too we have acted to help

cut costs. I have given high priority to reducing the

National Insurance Surcharge (NIS), the tax on jobs first

introduced and then increased by our Labour predecessors.

3. [I suppose that, to be scrupulously fair, I ought in

fact to point out that NIS was a child of the Lib/Lab pact

of, 1977, A child of unmarried parents, in short - so fm

not sure what I should call it. ÌvVhat is clear is thatr

though there have since been some changes of partners,

none of the parties on the benches opposite can deny

responsibility for it. l



4. In last year's Budget I cut NIS from ,3l per cent to

Zl per cent. In November I announced that, for l9B3-84,

the rate would be further cut to 1* per cent. On top of

this I made special arrangements to enable half of that

cut of 1 per cent to be brought forward into 1982-83.

5. f now propose that the rate be reduced from 1 l per

cent to 1. per cent from August 1983. As before, the

benefits will be confined to the private sector. This cut is

worth another 8220 million in 1983-84 and nearly

t400 million in a full year.

ó. The surcharge was 3 å per cent when this

government took office. T[e are now well on the way to

abolishing it. The reduction from 3å per cent to one per

cent will be worth nearly EZ billion to private business in

a full year.

7. On Corporation Tax, a Green Paper was issued over

a year ago. I am grateful for the many thoughtful

responses. They raise a wide range of issues which call

for careful examination. Some would benefit from

further consultation. But there is one impression that

stands out.

8. This is the overwhelming desire on the part of

industry for stability in the Corporation Tax regime. I

recognise the force in this. Change is not costless. I have

therefore concluded. that there should be no change in the



broad structure of the present arrangements. As regards

the taxation of inflationary profits, I await the outcome

of the accountancy profession's further considerations.

9. Some other issues, discussed in the Green Paper, do

however need to be considered today.

10. At present, advance corporation tax can be carried

back two years to be set against corporation tax. I

propose to extend this over a period to six years. I also

propose that the incidental business costs of issuing

acceptance credits and of issuing certain convertible loan

stocks should be allowable expenses for corporation tax

purposes. There are other areas where we need to make

more progress, including the tax treatment of groups and

capital allowances for the mining industry. I am

authorising the Inland Revenue to look further at these

issues, and to consult on them where necessary.

11. On the taxation of international business, I have

considered carefully the responses to the latest round of

consultation. I have decided not to proceed this year with

measures concerning company residence and upstream

loans. Both need further consideration.

LZ. On tax havens, however, I propose to move clauses

which take account of the recent consultations. These

will not come into effect until April 7984.
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13. This cþange shou_ld be considgred alongside one

other proposal that flows from the Corporation Tax Green

Paper. At present credit for foreign tax on overseas

income is only allowed against such part of a company's

corporation tax liability as remains after deduction of

ACT. As a result of representations received in response

to the Green Paper, I propose that from April 1984 this

double tax relief should be allowed against the full

corporation tax liability before ACT is deducted.

74. As I have saidr my proposals on tax havens and these

proposed changes on ACT and double tax relief have to be

seen together. Between them they will not involve any

increase in the total burden of tax on international

business. But they do mean a switch in the tax burden

away from those who remit profits home and towards

those who accumulate surplus cash balances in tax havens

overseas. f am sure the House will agree that this is

right.

15. Each year I announce the future scale rates for

measuring the benefits from company iars which are still

substantial. Recent increases have been at a rate of

20 per cent. This year I propose that with effect from

April 1984 the scales for both car and car fuel benefits

should be increased by 15 per cent.

16. I have also decided to legislate to bring into tax

from the next academic year the benefit from



scholarships provided by employers for the children of ,

their higher paid employees. [Additional sentence on

timing.l

17. I propose too to remove an anomaly by which some

higher paid employees have their tax bills artificially

reduced because their employers do not account for PAYE

at the right time and then pay over too little. I also

propose with effect from April 1984 to increase

substantially the estimate for tax purposes of the benefit

gained by an employee who occupies rent-free or at a

very low rent expensive accommodation owned by his

employer.

18. The House will be aware of instances of tax

avoidance through the exploitation of group relief, and

through the exploitation of so-called second hand bonds. I

propose legislation to deal with these abuses and also to

improve the arrangements for collecting DLT on disposals

by non-residents.

19. And now a word about banks. I said last year that

we would be giving further thought to the problem of how

best to ensure a sufficient contribution to tax revenues by

the banking sector. I have examined the position with

great care and I am still not convinced that it is entirely

satisfactory. But the conclusions to which this might

normally have led have to be tempered by the

international and domestic pressures on the banking



system. UK ba¡rks are certainly in a stronger position to

deal with these pressures than are banks in some other

countries. But it would still not be sensible to take action

which might now weaken them. I have therefore

concluded that there should be no changes this year in the

tax regime for banks.

20. Finally for the company sector, I propose some

changes that will bring real help to small companies. At

present the small companies rate of corporation tax is

40 per cent and applies to taxable profits up to 990'000.

The 52 per cent rate is payable at Ê2251000. Between

these two figures, profits are subject to a marginal rate

of ó0 per cent. I propose to reduce the 40 per cent rate

to 38 per cent, to raise the lower limit of [900000 to

8100,000 and to raise the upper limit from fZZ5'000 to

8500,000.

21. When this Government came into of fice the

marginal rate stood at just over óó per cent. The changes

that I am proposing today will bring it down to 55t per

cent - only a little above the main '52 per cent rate.

These changes will concentrate the help that I can give on

the many small and medium-sized enterprises with

taxable profits of up to tå million.

ZZ. The cost of this Corporation Tax change will be

840 million in 1983-84 and 870 million in 1984-85.
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BLOCK P: ENTERPRISE

1. Small and medium sized enterprises are indeed a

major source of new wealth for the nation and, above .allt

of new jobs. I shall, therefore, propose today a series of

measures which will foster their growthr greatly

extending the measures I have already introducedr and

whose results are already evident. Britain is now said to

offer a more attractive tax environment than Germany

for venture capital and for the micro-electronics

revolution. This was not so five years ago.

2. I now propose further action in a number of areas.

3. I want more people to share in the ownership of the

companies for which they work. It is both a good

incentive and a good way for people to build up a capital

stake. The measures so far introduced have already

brought us to the position where a quarter of a million

employees receive shares each year.

4, \{e must do better still. I want to make the

Employee Profit Sharing Scheme more attractive and

more flexible¡ while still open to all employees. I

therefore propose that companies may give shares each

year to employees to the value of Ê1250, or to the value

of 10 per cent of their salary, up to a maximum of 85000.

This new freedom will provide still further encouragement

to management, upon whom so much depends.



5. Share options for senior man-ager_s also provide an

important incentive. Last year I introduced arrangements

to spread the income tax burden that can arise when an

option is exercised. I propose this year to increase the

instalment period from three years to five years.

6. Save As You Earn linked share option schemes

already cover 1001000 employees. The monthly limit on

contributions with tax relief now stands at f50. In order

to encourage further growth I propose increasing it to

875. The total cost of all these share incentive measures

will be Ê20 million in 1983-84 and some Ê35 million in a

full year.

7. I also want to ease the dif ficulties when the

employees of a company seek to buy the business for

which they work. The transformation that followed the

employee buy out of the National Freight Company shows

how valuable this can be. In order [to help those who

borrowed to buy their shares in the National Freight

Company andl to encourage similar success I propose that

where an employee controlled company is being set up the

employees should benefit from interest relief on loans

they take out to buy shares in it.

8. Capital taxes can suffocate enterprise. Last year

we took the major step of indexing capital gains. It is

clearly appropriate to provide a period of stability to let

the new structure settle in. \4Ie have already announced
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that administrative measures will be introduced to help

large institutional investors. I now propose that, as the

legislation provides, the annual exempt amounts for

individuals and for trustees should be increased in line

with inflation. The small gifts exemption, which is now of

little practical significance, will be withdrawn. Aad I

propose to increase to 8201000 the limits on the relief for

small part disposals of land and for residential letting.

9. I propose to double the present retirement relief,

raising it to t100,000, This will further encourage

entrepreneurs to keep money in their business where it

can work to best effect. There are, however, features of

this relief which are unsatisfactory, and I am therefore

authorising the Inland Revenue to consult about these

wider aspects over a longer timescale.

10. The cost of all these CGT measures will be

115 million in a full year. There will be no cost in

1983-84.

11. On capital transfer tax, I propose to increase the

threshold and rate bands broadly in line with indexation.

As a result the threshold will rise from 8551000 to

860,000.

72. I am particularly concerned that the prospect of

capital transfer tax may still discourage those who are

contemplating investing capital in small businesses. It



may, also be one of the -factors -reducing- the number of

farms available for letting. I therefore propose to

increase relief for minority shareholders in unquoted

companies and for let agricultural land from 20 per cent

to 30 per cent.

13. The cost of these changes in capital transfer tax

will be Ê20 million in 1983-84 and Ê55 mitlion in a full

year. Other minor changes to CTT and CGT are set out in

an Inland Revenue press notice.

14. I propose two other measures to help small firms.

The VAT registration threshold will be increased with

effect from midnight tonight from 817,000 to 8181000.

15. And I propose to increase from 1200 to 81,000 the

de minimis limit for assessment of investment income

apportioned to the members of a close company.

16. The cost of these measures will be Ê5 million in a

full year.

17. Now, innovation and technology. I have already

announced an increase in the proportion of office space in

buildings qualifying for the industrial buildings allowance.

This additional flexibility will be of particular value in the

high technology industries, which often need relatively

large amounts of space for design and computer based

activities. It will cost about 825 million in a full year.
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On the tax side I also propose to extend the 100 per cent

first year allowance for rented teletext receivers until

May 1984, and for British films until March 1987. The

cost of these two measures will be [t ] million in a full

year.

18. On the public expenditure sider I propose a range of

measures for the encouragement of industry and

enterprise worth 8185 million over the next three years.

19. The West Mldlands have been particularty hard-hit

by the current recession. Small engineering firms are

even more important in that region than in other parts of

the economy. They need help to modernise and re-build

their strength. I propose¡ therefore, to make available an

extra [100 miltion over the next 3 years to enable my

RHF the Secretary of State for Industry to re-open the

Small Engineering Firms Investment Scheme.

20. The Scheme is already a proven success: níA

applications were received last year and more than 1400

offers of assistance have been made. It is open to

qualifying firms in any area; but, as one would expectr a

high proportion of the first allocation went to firms in the

lüest Midlands. The new, and much larger, allocation will

I hope be of substantial further help to the region¡ as well

as to small engineering firms generally.



21. In the field of information technology, further

assistance will be available to enable firms to evaluate

the benefits of computer aids for production management,

and for the development of innovative software products.

[Funds will also be available to support research and

development in the field of advanced information

technology, in the light of the recent Alvey Report.l

ZZ. At the moment grants are available for research and

development but not for bringing new products into

production. A new grant will be introduced to support the

initial investment required for this.

23. There will also be an increase in expenditure on

Department of Industry's manufacturing & design advisory

services. These provide small firms with a free

introduction to private sector consultancy servicesr and

have proved highly successful.

24. My Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Industry may have an opportunity, at a later stage in this

debate, to describe these measures in rriore detail. Taken

together with measures previously announced, they will

mean that government assistance on new technology and

innovation will have risen by over 75 per cent in real

terms since the Government took office.

25. Last year I extended the small workshop scheme by

two years for very small industrial units. The scheme is



proving very effective in promoting the provision of

premises for new businesses. This year I want to

encourage the conversion of more old buildings into

thriving workshops: I propose to allow all such units in a

single converted building to quatify for 100 per cent first

year allowances if on average they meet the size

requirements.

26. Now I come to the important matter of finance for

business, on which I have major improvements to propose.

27. Companies and monetary poticy alike would both

benefit from a revival of the corporate bond market.

Lower long term interest rates are the key to this. But

there are also a number of ways of giving companies

greater flexibility in the nature and timing of the bonds

they issue.

28. A consultative document on deep discount stock was

issued on 1Z January. It set out a range of options¡

including an accruals basis of taxation as in the United

States. I am grateful to those who responded.

¿9. There was considerable support for an arrangement

under which the borrower would get relief on an accruals

basis while the investor would only pay tax at redemption

or on sale. I propose to legislate to this effect.



30. companies will still be able to isstie conventionai or

indexed bonds. My proposal will extend the range of

options. In addition, the Bank of England's management

of the new issues queue will continue to give companies

flexibility in coming to the markets of the kind the recent

introduction of shelf registration has provided in the

United States.

31. I also propose certain reliefs to enable companies to

issue Eurobonds in this country and to ensure that full tax

relief is available for discounts paid on acceptance

credits.

32. We will be issuing on 21 March a consultative

document on the possibilities for streamlining stamp duty.

33. The Loan Guarantee Scheme is another important

innovation. My Hon Friend the parliamentary Under-

Secretary of state for Industry has conducted a thorough

review of the scheme with the help of outside consultants.

He will be making a full statement tomorrow. It is clear

that the scheme has usefully encouraged lending to the

small firms sector. Nearly [300 million has been lent to

some 91000 companies, I J of them new businesses. As a

result, the scheme is now close to its present ceiling of

8300 miltion. This ceiling will therefore be raised to

Ê600 miltion to enable the scheme to run its full three

year course to May 1984, land we may need to seek the

House's approval for an increase in the statutory limit for

this purpose.]



34. On 3 March I informed the House about the -

publication of the report of the working party on

freeports, under the Chairmanship of my hon friend¡ the

Economic Secretary to the Treasury. f can now tell the

House that the Government accepts the report and wÍll

implement its recommendations. Legislation pill

therefore be introduced in the Finance Bill to enable

selected freeport sites to be designated.

35. Freeports are a new trading concept for the United

Kingdom and I regard it as essential to make a careful

test of the facilities they offer. As the report

recommended, therefore, the first step is to establish

freeports on ¿rn experimental basis in two or three

locations. Widspread consultation will be needed before

the sites are chosen.

36. Last, but far from least, the Business Start-up

Scheme. This scheme, announced in my 1981 Budget

Statement, offers uniquely generous tax incentives to

outside investors in small companies. It is not bettered

anywhere in the world. But I now intend to better it.

37. When I introduced the scheme I thought it right to

give priority to investment in business start-ups, where

there is often greatest difficulty in raising outside equity

finance.



38. I now propose a-major extension'of the scheme. It

was due to end in April 1984. The life of the new,

extended scheme will run to April 1987. From ó April the

coverage will be greatly widened, to include not only new

companies, but all qualifying established unquoted trading

companies as well. I propose also to double the allowable

maximum investment in any year from EZ0r000 to

8401000. A number of other changes will be made to

improve the scheme. In particular the 50 per cent limit

on qualifying shares will be dropped. The cost of these

changes is difficult to estimate, but could be 875 million

in a full year.

39. These proposals will transform the position of

unquoted trading companies seeking outside equity. It is a

further move towards removing the bias in the tax system

against the personal shareholder, and is another measure

in this Budget that will encourage wider share ownership.

By concentrating help on those companies which do not

have ready access to outside capital the scheme will

assist many more small and medium companies to realise

their undoubted potential for groúth. The new, extended

scheme will be known as the Business Expansion Scheme.

40. Our constant concern as a government has been to

improve the competitive environment for businesses and,

people who work in them. These proposals mark a further

major step in that direction.
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BLOCK Q: PEOPLE AND BITSINESSES

1. The measures f have announced so far go largely to

help businesses in the first instance. I estimate that they

will provide relief and help in a full year amounting to

over Eå billion. This comes in addition to the help to

business worth another f å billion which I announced in the

autumn.

Z. Any Chancellor, whether he ís proposing increases in

tax or, as now, tax reductions, faces a difficult choice

between the claims of different groups. But this dilemma

is less acute than it is sometimes represented. Any

reduction in the level of taxes helps to ease a burden on

the economy.

3. Reductions in personal taxation themselves help

businesses and employment. Indeedr it is those who work

in business who mainly determine business success. For

years in Britain the tax system and tax burden have

discouraged individual effort, commitment and enterprise.

By strengthening incentives through lower personal taxest

Government can help increase the commitment to

business success at every level. Not least because when

the State takes less of what people earn, there is less

justification for excessive pay demands and settlements.
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And of course cuts in pgrsgnat tax provi{e a vital stimulus

for lasting growth and jobs.

4. In judging the right balance to strike in this Budget I

have taken into account the measures I announced in the

Autumn which will directly help to reduce the growth. in

business costs. I have also taken into account the lower

level of the exchange rate. As I said in my Budget Speech

two years agor exchange rate changes alter the

distribution of incomes between companies and persons.

A higher exchange rate boosts personal spending powert

but it squeezes the profits of companies exposed to

international competition. Consequently, in my 1981

Budget, personal income tax thresholds remained

unchanged in order in part to be able to offer some help

to companies. The same considerations led me to direct

over two thirds of the real tax reductions in my 1982

Budget towards industry to help cash flow and rebuild

profits. In this Budget, the balance can rightly swing a

little in the opposite direction.

5. Happily, because of our success in controlling public

spending, the choice is less stark now than in the past. I

am able to combine the significant measures of direct tax

relief to industry and enterprise which I have just

announced with a substantial measure of direct tax relief

to people.

ó. Acknowledged unfairnesses and absurdities produced

by the overlap between tax and social security systems

give further compelling reasons to move in that direction.
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It makes no sense that people on low incomes should be

paying such large amounts of tax. And low tax thresholds

are of course an important part of the so-called poverty

and unemployment trap. These traps mean that some of

those out of work who could find a jobr and some of those

in work who could find a better one, do not do so because

they would end up no better off, with all or more of their

increase in income taken in tax and national insurance

contributions, or lost in benefits foregone.

7. This is a situation that demands reform. But those

who claim to have found a quick, cheap way to dispose of

the poverty and unemployment traps deceive themselves.

The problem has grown up almost entirely because

Governments for thirty years or more have increased

benefits in line with earnings, but raised personal tax

thresholds only in line with prices. In 1950 the tax

threshold for a married man was about two thirds of

average earnings. Today it is barely more than a third of

average earnings. At the same time, to limit the rising

burden of the social security budgetr means-testing has

been applied to a wide range of benefits.

8. A situation that has built up over thirty years

cannot be put right in one Budget or one Parliament.

These problems have arisen, moreover, not because

Government spends too little, but because successive

Governments have spent and taxed too much. The

substantial increase which I have proposed in Child

Benefit will improve work incentives for the low paid.
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And several of the measurgs wq have tdken since 197-9

have reduced the unemployment trap. But it is only by

limiting public spending and so making scope for higher

personal tax thresholds that we can make a start on

tackling the problem at its roots, as I now propose.
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BLOCK R: PERSONAL TAx

1. In 1979 I reduced the basic rate of income tax from

33 per cent to 30 per cent, and cut the top rates. ffrat

was one of the first, and most radical, of the many

changes that found. a place in my first four Budgets, This

year we can cut personal taxation again. But I do not

propose any further reductions in rates. For the reasons I

have just given it is thresholds and allowances that must

take priority.

Z. Two years ago, in order to curb inflation a¡rd allow

lower interest rates¡ income tax allowances were not

raised at all. That was a difficult decision, but necessary

in the circumstances. And it has since brought great

benefits. It was the firmness of that 1981 Budget, which

has since allowed me in two subsequent budgets to

propose substantial tax reductions. It also paved the way

towards the lower inflation and lower interest rateq,

which today offer the prospect of lasting economic

recovery.

3. It is right that the benefit of the sacrifices of 1981

should be enjoyed now by those who made them then.
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lr I L Last year I increa_se! tax lhrgsfrol{s .trg balds by

14 per cent. That was Z per cent more than the amount

necessi¡,ry to compensate for inflation. This year I also

propose a similar increase - not 2 per cent over inflation,

but 14 per cent in all. And because inflation is so much

lower that now represents a real increase of not 2 per

cent¡ but 8l per cent.

5. My proposal means that income tax tbresholds

should be increased for the single person from 81565 to

Ê1785 and, for the married person f.rom E?44S to EZ?95.

The additional personal allowance paid to single parents,

and the widows'bereavement allowance, will be increased

in consequence from Ê880 to 81010. Corresponding

increases will be made in the age allowance, the higher

rate thresholds and bands and the threshold for the

investment income surcharge.

ó. Effect will be given to these changes under pAyE as

from the first pay day after 10 May. For a married man

on the basic rate they will be worth EZ a week. The cost

to the PSBR, above indexation, will ú" oo", tl billion

which is accommodated within plans for a PSBR of

E8 billion next year. Iacluding indexationr the total

revenue foregone will amount to some EZ billion in

1983-84 and EZI billion in a full year. Some 1å million

fewer people will pay tax in 1983-84 than Íf thresholds

had remained at their present levels.

7. This is entirely right, and will be widely welcomed.
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BUDGET SEC,R.E{T

INTRODUCTTON

The longest Budget speechthat I ha"ye been able to tFace,

Mr Speaker, viras that given by WillÍam Ewart Gladstone on

18 April 1853 it. lasted approximately 4? hours. The then

Leader of the OppositÍon said of the speech: t' .. r ít was so

extensive that it is impossible, wit,hout considerationr to

weigh its d.isadvantages and advantages". That could have its

merits , of course. But I can assure the House that I have

nevertheless decided not to try to emulate Gladstone.

Instead I shall trry, as always, to follow Disraeli, who

delivered a Budget speech Ín 1867 lasting only 45 mÍnutes.

that may be an unattainable target,, but at least I can

promÍse you that this wÍIl be my shortest Budget speech. Or

at any rate the shortest so far. And that will not be its

only attractive feature.

For I begínr ês last year, by makÍng it clear that I

shall t,oday be proposing further significant cut.s in the

taxes pald both by businesses and. by ind.j-viduaLs, These

proposals will be consistent with our Med.ir:m Term Strategy

for effectiye control of the money supply, for lower public

borrowing, and for further progress on inflation.

/T}:,e requirement we
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The requirement we saw, and the country accepted, Ín

L979, was for resolve, for purpose and for continuity, My

proposals in this Budget are rooted in that same resolve,

and will maintaÍn that purpose, and that continuity, They

are desígned to further the IÍvíng standards and employment

opporÈunÍti-es of all our people and to sustaÍn and advance

t,he recovery for which we have laid the foundations.
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ÌIORLD ECONOTIY

Arready by 1979 it was clear that the long-¡sxm decrfne

of BrJ.taints relattr¡e position in the world econcrlmy called.

for a fresh start , for a radical new beginni-ng. And it, soon

became apparent, as the effects of the second oil prÍce shock

hít home, that the fresh start would have to be made j-n an

Lnternational setting that was profor:ndly ai:d increasingly

r:nhe1pfu1.

Last year r{ûorld output and trade were lower than generally

expected. In the major fndustrial economies output actually

fe1l, And more than 30 million of t.heir people u¡ere unemployed..

Deyeloping countrÍes har¡e faced similar difficulties.

t'ïeak markets f,or their products I high otl i:nport costs and

hiEh interest rates have led to a sharp rise in their short-

term d.ebt. They have had to cut their i:oports. And that has

added to the falI Ín world trade.

Noutr however, there are sÍgns that the worst of the

problems of the world econqmy are beginning to abate'

OiI prices haye weakened. For the world as a whole this

means lower inflation, and hence an encouragement to Íncreased

actlvity.
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More important stÍll, there are clear slgms that the

world is breakÍng the inflationary habits of the 197Os. In

many countries in the past year the rate of increase in

prices 'h a--s fallen more steeply than expected'

At the same time, interest rates have declined substantialty

almost everywhere, j-ncluding, Of course, here. In the United

States, though real interest rates rernain h19h, 3-month rates

have almost halved from last stutmerrs peaks;

Looking ahead, 1983 should see recovery in the major

economies gathering pace as the year goes oI1. This should

be accompanied by a recovery of world trade'

Even Sor ure cannot expect a year of trouble*free progress'

Transj-tion from a period of high inflation is bound' to be

unco¡nfortable, internationally as well as nationally. The

process of adjus.tment by major debtor cog¡tries has to be

encouragedf and world recOvery nurtured. and susÈ'ained.

Ttrere is a major task here for the international financÍal

fnstitutions ¡ whlch deserr¡e - indeed require < oü,r fulI support '

The need j-s not for blus-prÍnLs for new instÍtutions, but for

J.ncreased commitment - political- and fÍnancial = to the existing

ones. That is whyr âF Chairman of the Interim CormoÍttee of

the International llonetary Fund, I worked this winLer for an

/earLy increase in
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early lncrease j.n the resources avallabte to the Fund for

lending to countries 1n difficult'y. And why I pressed for

a major increase. The decisÍons reached fn the Interim

Committee in February reguíre ratification by national

parliaments - lncluding thís House. But their effect' should

be substantially to increase the usable resources at the

Fr¡ndts d.isposal and I hope that the House will share my

vJ.ew that this is a wholly welcome development'

The agenda foy international d^iscussion remalns a full

one. Differences Ín performance by individual Índustrial

countries remaÍn wide and create tensions which are reflected'

ln the foreign exchange markets. rhe threat of protectionism,

which in the long run benefits no-one, contínues to grow' The

efforts ofthe US Administration to cut back its daunting

structural deficit are crucial to the prospects f'çr interest

rates and future inflation, and hence recovery prospectst for

us all.

It,:"ssometi$essuggestedthatcountrieswhichhavemade

most progress against inflatj-on should speed the recovery

process by a resort to reflatlon. A paradox indeed; and Ín

truth nothÍng could be more dangerous for recoveryt

Lowef inflation and lower interest rates are themselves

the right foundations for economic recgveryf a recovery which

/wÍI1 be healthY
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will be healthy and sustalnable. The days when Governments

by spend.ing more could guarantee to boost activity are far

behind us as the RHM for Cardiff (South-East) pointed out

almost seven years ago. But lower interest rates, and lower

inflationrreduce costs and provide room and encouragement,

wíthín prudent fiscal and monetary object.Ívesr for greater

real growth of activiÈy.

And the prospect now ls for jusÈ such a recovery. It

will be gradual, but it should be steady, prov5-ded that

antÍ-inflatÍonary gains are not thro!ûÌ ar¡tay. And the

international consensus is that they must not be t.hrown avray.

ThiF is the heart of the straÈegy agreed at last yearrs

Versailles Surunit and recently reaffirmed by the Interim

Corrunittee. Carrying it through will need persistence and

political will; but it is backed by a broad measure of

international commit'ment on which we hope to build ín a

seríes of international meetings leadÍng up to the Williamsburg

Summit,
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THE DOMESTTC ECONOMY

AÈ home as abroad, the need is for stead,Lness and

resolve.

Government spending is being restrained.. The public

sector deficitr âs a percentage of our domest,ic product, is

no\^r one of the smallest in the índ,ustrialised lrorld.
Monet,ary growth is towards the middle of the 8 to 12 per cent

target range. And inflation, at 5 per cent, is lower than at

any t,ime since L97O

Last year saw a surplus on our balance of pa1'rnents current

account of some E4 billion. In 1983 too we nohr expect a

significant surplus. Total official external debt now stands

at around $L2 bÍllion, compared with ç22 billion when we took

office. Britainrs overseas debt burden is now smaller in
relation to our trade than at any time since the second Vüorld

Vüar.

In our own economy domestic d.emand has been growi-ng - at

some 2 to 3 per cent a year ín real terms - since the spring

of 1981. Thj-s is a considerably stronger growth of demand

than in most ot.her industrial countríes. Indeed, in the

industrial world as a whole demand has tended to fall. !{ith

/t,!;,j-s weakness
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this weakness in overseas demand and some further rise in our

imports, total output in this country increased last year by

only ä per cent. This year Ì^Ie expect domestic demand to grow

by over 3 per cent and output to rj-se by some 2 per cent.

This is likely to be in line with, or a little faster than,

the projected growth in world output.

f have spoken so far of output in the r"¡hole economy, and

it is worth noting that the construction industry's orders and

output rose in the second half of L982. Housing starts Ín

the three months to January rose'by over 13 per cent on the

previous three months. And for manufacturing Índ'ustry too

the prospects look bett.er. After a slighÈ falI tast year, the

current evidence suggests a rise in 1983. Figures published'

tod.ay show a 2\ per cenË rise Ín manufacturing output in January,

and, an increase of 3\ per cent since the beginning of December'

These are clear indicators of recovery, and slrould be welcomed,

by all in this House.
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UNEMPLOYMENT

Unemployment, however, remains intractably high, even

alt,hough it has been rísÍng more slow1y than j.n 1980 or 1981.

In many other countríes it has recently been rising faster

than herei over the past year, for example, it went uP by

1.6 percent.age points Ín the United States, by 2.2 Percent'age

points in GermahYr and by nearly 4 percentage points 1n the

Netherlands, as against only 1.4 percentage points here.

Facing the fact that unemployment throughout the western

world is likely to remain higlr. for some timer htê have established

a fuII range of progranmes, designed to help particuLarly those

without jobs who are bearing the shar¡>est pains of the long

recession- lhese special employment and training measures

witl next year bring d.irect help to more than 650'000 people.

Vte now propose to extend this help in f our further lfays.

In the first place, some $OTOOO men between ttre ages of

60 and 65 now have to register at an unemployment benefit

office, Lf they wish to secure contribution credits to protect

their pension rights when t.hey reach 65. From April' they

will no longer have t,o do this. Even if those concerned

subsequently take up part-time or low-paid lrrork on earnings

which fall below the lower earning limit for contributlons,

/Ell,eLr
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their pensÍon entitlement will be fully safeguarded.

Nextr there are some 42'OOO men over 60 who are registered

as unemployed and on supplementary benefít, but, who have to

wait a yearr or untÍI they reach 65, before they qualify for

the higher long-term rate of benefit. From I June they \4¡iI1

qualify for the higher rate as soon as they come onto supplementarl

benefit. For this Purpose they will j-n effect be treated as

if they had, already reached retirement age..

Then, the Job Release Scheme. As the House knowsr this

Scheme alLows men over 62 and women over 59 who so choose to

ret.ire early, and so to make room for employing someone else

who wants a job. I can now announce a new scheme for part-

time job release. It wilt apply to the same categories of

older people who are willing to give up at least half their

stand.ard working weekr So that someone else can be taken on

for the remaining half. The allowances wÍIl be paid at half

the full-time rate. The scheme will take eff.ect from

I October and should provide part-time job opportunitÍes for

up to 4orooo more people who are aÈ present unemployed.

Fourth, enterprj-se allowances. These encourage unemployed.

people to set up in business' by paying EAQ a week for their

first year to offset. their loss of unemplol'ment, benefit.

Pilot schemes were set up in five local areas in January L982.

/T}:.e resPonse
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The response has been very encouraging and t,here is. atready

evidence that many of the 2rooo or so nevr businesses creat.ed

under the scheme are generating extra jobs. r can now announce

t,hat from I August to end-March L984 enterprÍse allowances

will be available throughout the country, within an overall
cash limit of 825 million i-n 1983-84. Individual allowances

will run on for a full yearr so that the scheme will cost a

further 829 million in the next financíal year. The net

public expend.iture cost is about two-thirds of this gross cost.

It should help some 25,OOO unemployed people to set up in
business. Vte shall be monitoring the scheme closely and I
hope it will show a continuj-ng benefit to the indivÍduals and

to the whole economy.

The gross cost of these four measures is estimated. at

855 million ín 1983-84 and glOO million in 1984-85. The net

public expend.iture cost will be much less than this some

Ê4O million in 1983-84 and 855 million in 1984-85.

These new measures will build on our earlier employment

and, training initiatives, notably the Youth Training Scheme,

provid.ing 12 months trainS-ng for almost half a million young

people each year; and the Community Programme, which is
intended. to provide socially useful work for l3OrOOO of the

long-t,erm unemployed. In 1983-84 we shall be spending over

E2 billion on the fuII range of special employment and

training measures.

/Fina1ly
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Finally there is one other matter which has, I knowt

been a cause of concern to Honourable Members on both sides

of the House. As the House will recall, the November 1980

uprating of unemplol'ment benefit was abated. by 5 per cent.

We said than that we would review the position once the

benefit was brought into tax. That happened. in July last

year. As my rt hon FrÍend the Secretary of State for SocÍal

Services said when the House last considered Lhe íssue, the

Government accepted Ín principle the case.for restoration of

the abatement. It is right now to redeem that pledge. In'

t.he upratíng that takes place in November this year the

abatement of unemplol'ment benefit will be restored in full.
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But it is not

unemployment. It
sustainable growth

for a larger share

Britj-sh output, and
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BUDGET SECRET

enough simply to rnitigate the effects of
j-s our purpose as well to secure a

in job opportunities. So we must look

of rising demand, to be translated Ínto

British jobs.

Progress on inflation Ís crucial to the prospects of

higher output and lower unemployment. Inflation was on a

r5-sing trend when we came to office. It peaked at some

22 per cent in 1980. The reduction since then has been

dramatic, with retail price Ínflation novü'd.own to 5 per cent.

The benefit.s of this transformation are felt throughout the

count.ry; and iÈ is wid,ely recognísed that it results from

the firmness and consistency of the policies we have pursued

in the past four years. '

Vüe shatl not change course. Downward pressure on

Ínflation will be maintained. lfith the fall in the exchange

rate some check j-n our progress now is unavoidable. In t'he

fourth quarter of this year inflation in retail prices may

t,emporarily be running at about 6 per cent, a little above

what it, j-s now, but still substantially below its level of

a year ago, And it, seems likely that ttre GDP deflator

,/which is
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which j-s a measure of prices across the whole economy - will

sho$¡ a continuing fall from 7 per cent in 1982-83 to 5, per

cent next year.

Hig.h inf lat.ion destroys savings, irnpairs ef f iciency and

undermines stability. So lower inflation is good in itself.

And it also underpins a return to lasting gro!,¡gh and new

jobs in this countryr âS in the world economy as a whoLe.

Lohrer inflation will lead. to hj-gher real demand and

output, provided vre hold to the Medium Term Financial

Strategy. Lower inflation helps consumer sPendingr âS savers

no longer have to put aside so much simply to maintaÍn the

real value of their caPital

Lower inflation encourages higher spending by comPanies,

both on stocks and on investment,. For lor¡¡er inf lation

contributes to lower int,erest ratesr So improving cash flow.

And lower inftation helps keep down other costs. This Ís

one reason why industrial profitability, though still by

historic standards very low, has begun to recover, which

should encourage nevt investment and the creation of new jobs.

Lower inflation and interest rates also ease the burden

of mort,gage inÈerest, helping house buyers and. in turn

house build,ing.

'/wit'h
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with lower inflation the cash progranmes of the public

sector go further: they buy more in the way of goods and

services.

Lower inflation and interest rat,es have contributed to

the faÍr]y strong growth in d.emand in the British economy

over the past two years. Demand in overseas markets has

of course remaÍned, weak. Now that world inflation is much

Iower the level of world demand too should rÍse over the

next year. With continued success against inflation v¡e

should see a revival of markets abroad as well as continued

growth of markets at home.

Lower inflation here provides the right frametrork for

further progress in seculîing the improvement in Britainr s

economic performance needed to reverse the long years of

relat,ive decline. Tt will contribute to a cli-mate of

stabílity in whiclr markets can oPerat,e more efficiently;

and businesses can plan ahead with more confidence.

Finally, of course, inflatÍon has long been t'he enemy

of good sense in pay bargaining and so too the enemy of jobs.

The understanding that Government will not finance higher

j-nflation, has done much though st'íll not enough - to

bring commonsense back into htage bargaining. The way in

which excessive pay increases destroy jobs is nor^¡ much more

,/widelY
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widery understood,. so too is the case for higher productivj.ty,
which over the last two years, has improved in manufacturing

industry by some 13 per cent.

More moderate pay settrements, combined with improved

productivity, are two of the reasons why last year, Ín a

shrinking world market, British manufacturers succeed.ed in
enrargS-ng their market, share. still lower pay settlements

and still hÍgher productivity remain vital to our competitive
position. Provided they come through, British busÍness is
now better placed than for many years to make inroads into
markets at home and overseas.

And provided we go on achieving success against inflation.
Todayrs unemployment was fostered by long years of high

inflation. And by faÍlure to tackle it soon enough, and

to keep up the fight

But now the t,rend of rising inflation that appeared

irresistible has been decj-sively broken. we are nov¡ certain
to be thefirst Government for a quarter of a century to
achieve a lower average leveI of Ínflation than d,id its
predecessor. rn the next Parliament it, will be our purpose

to do even better.
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MONETARY POLICY

One weapon we shall certainly continue to use Ís

effective monetary policy. That monetary polÍcy has a

key part to play in the fight against inflation Ís recognised

by the markets and by governments abroad. Eowever much they

may deny it no\,rrf it was ¡ of coursen a plllar of the last

eovårnmentrs counter-inflati-on potÍcy.'

And rigrhtly so.

fn judgi.ng mgnetary cond.itions \^¡e look at the measures

of money supply and at other fÍnancial indicators such as

the exchange rater rêâ1 lnterest ratesr and of course at

progress j.n red.ucing inflatfon ltself . The Red Book, =

alwayS an alluring docr¡ment,, but now in even more readable

format to mat,ch the Autumn Statement includes a full

dl,scussfon of these rqatters, I shall summarise it only

briefly now.

$ince the last Budget¡ financial condÍtions have

ileveloped much as I foreshadowed. In the year to FebruãTY t

the groh/th of all three target aggregates was within the

target range ot I to L2 per cent. Other financial indicators

also pointed to moderately restrictive monetary conditions.

/As in other
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As ln ot.her fndustrfal countrfesr real lnterest rates

remained hfgh throughout the yearr

But with the satisfactory develoSxnent of flnanclal
conditlons and. rapld progress in reduclng lnflation a

signifÍcant fall ln interest rates v/as possible. By mid

November, short term rates had fallen to 9 per cent. They

subsequently moved up to around 11 per cent, but they are

sÈil1 very substantially below the 16 per cent of November

19 81.

For rnost of the year tlre exchange rate was st,rong. The

weakenÍng in Nor¡smber and. Decernber seeroed mainly to reflect

external factors such as concern about. oi1 prices and sharp

movements in the worldrs other major currencies, OppositÍon

statements and election uncertainties, here and abroadrmay

have also played a part in currency movements.

But this v¡interr s moyements in sterling rates were

certainty not due to any laxity in the Governmentrs fÍnancial
pollcy. On the contrary, our monetary and fj-scal objectives

were achieved, Provi-ded we continue to meet thsm - and we

haye every fntentj-on of doing so - our policÍes give no

reason to expect a lasting rise in inflatlon from the faII

in the exchange rate that has taken p1ace.

/T :e lower exchange
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The lou¡er exchange rate t¡$,11 of course gf';re Industry an

opportunJ.ty Lo i:nprove j.ts competitiveness¡' but only if other

costs are tightly restrained. f make no apology for repeating

that this means above all stfll greater moderat.ion in pay

bargaÍning. Ìflthout that, there would be only a temporary

lmprovement to our competltive position, and no long-te:m

help in providing a sustainable basis for the improvernent j.n

output and employment that is now within our graspr

ThaÈ is why I cannot emphasise too strongly our view

that devaluation brought about by monetary and fiscal laxity

would be damaging - And to seek j-t as a deliberate act of

policy would. be a grave mistake. It would. be a signal to

the world of a willingness t,o accommodate rising inflation -
an inftation that would undoubtedly be fuelled. by demands

for hÍgher wages to offset its effects. Confidence would

collapse. And jobs would be d.estroyed.

That is not the way hre intend to go. That. is why, by

contrast, last yearrs Medir¡m Term FinancÍal Strategy again

set out a declining path for monetary growth in future years.

After growth of I to L2 per cent in 1982-83, a target of

7 to 11 per cent was suggested for 1983-84. I confim now

that the 1983-84 target will indeed be 7 Eo 11 per cent.

Once again it will apply to both broad and narrow measures

of money, thoughr äs I sald last yearn Ml may for a time

grow rather f aster than j-nd.icated by t,he range. Gíven the

/prospect. for inflation
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prospect tor lnflatlon this range gives scope f,or a healthy

rise ln output.

The establishment of the Med.ium Te:m F Ínanciat Strategy

has been more than justified by lts value as a framework of

fiscal and monetary d.iscipline, Another lnnovation has

slmÍlar1y proved its worthl namely our decision to d.iversify

our funding policy.

We have made available indexed as well as eonventional

asset,s. And we have secured. a larger contribution from the

personal sector ín t he form of NatÍonal Savings. I intend

to contÍnue LhÍs policyr

The Department for National Savings Ís close to achíeving

thÍs yearfs target of g3 billion. For the coming year, I am

again settíng a target of g3 billÍon. Nearly g2 billion worth

of indexed gilts have been issued over the past year and it has

been possible to dispense almost completely with long term

fixed interest stocks, which has helped bring long rates down

ve4f nearly as much as short rates.
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PUBLTC SECTOR BORROhTING

Control of money needs to be supported by fj.rm control

of public sect,or borrowj-ng. Ot'herwise the result is to push

up int.erest rates, and create strains that Sooner or later

prove intoterable. Other countries underst'and this. All

too many have had, to learn the hard hray.

A substantia.l reduction in the trend of public sector

borrowing over the medium t,erm is a necessary part of the

process of reducing inflation. We have made good progress'

During the lat,ter half of the 197Os, publíc borrowing represented'

on average, about 6 per cent of Gross Domestic Product.

In Lg75-76 the figure was nearly 1O per cent. By 1981-82 it

had. fallen to 3, Per cent of GÐP.

For the year no$¡ endÍng I brldgeted for a public sect'or

borrowing requirement of Eg\ billion. The outturn is like1y

to be substantially lower, princípalIy because oil revenues

have been very much Iarger than expected. The latest estimate

suggests an outturn of about ETLz billion - or 2Z per cent of

GDp. However, the year is not yet over, and ttrere are large

sums on the expenditure side yet to be brought to accountt

and on the revenue sj-de to be collected. So t'his yearrs

outturn figure is still subject to a considerable margin of

error.
/Eor 1983-84
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For 1983-84 last yearrs Budget Statement suggested a

PSBR of 22 per cent of GDP as consistent with the desired

trend to lower borrowing. That is equivalent, to about

EB billion at the level of money GDP now forecast. In judging

whether Èhat figure is stil1 appropriate, I have taken account

of developments over the past year, and of the main uncert.ainties

which now confront us. On interest rate grounds, there is a

clear case for contínued fiscal restraÍnt. Interest ratest

though }ower than they u¡ere, are still undesirably high both

j-n nominal and in real terms. The fact that the exchange rate

has now moved to a lower level eases the fj.nancj-al pressures

on companies. But we need to remember th-at.holding to the

MTFS as inflation falls is the best way of helping tlre recovery

of output.

I have also had to consj.der the implications of the

recent fall in North Sea and. other oil prices and. the continuing

uncert,ainty about future oil prices. The falt in t,he general

Ievel of world. oil prices that has already taken place is to

be welcomed. ft is worth recalling that in 1979-80 the

worId. price of oil rose by more ttran 2U ti.mes, and that it

was this sharp rise, coming in the aftermath.of the L973 surge'

that, triggered off the deepest economic recession the world

has experienced since the war.

Of course lower oil prices reduce the value of our own

oit prod,uctíon. But, North Sea oil accounts for only 5 per

/cenL
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cent of our National Income, and tax on it for only some

6 per cent of Government, revenues. Moreover, the health of

a much larger part of our national economy depends on the

st,ate of the world economy. Lower oi1 prices and lor^rer

inflat.ion abroad mean lower Prices here. And a more prosperous

world hrill in time mean more output and jobs in Britain.

BuË, on the strict,ly budgetary front, a further cut in

oi1 prices could affect the balance of revgnue and exPendj-ture,

and I have to t,ake this into account. It would plainly be

wrongr ëÌs well as j-mpractÍcaI, tO react tO every change in

the oil market by changÍng taxes. Nonetheless, if any further

reduction in oil prices seemed likely to compromise the success

of our economic strategy, I would. be ready to tãke aPproprÍate

corrective action.

Taking these factors into account, f have decided to hold'

to the prev|ous p1an, and provide for a PSBR in 1983*84 of

22 per cent of Gpp, that is Ê8 billion.

Last autumn, I announced measures With a fevenue cOst Of

some EI billion in 1983-84. Most of this was directed to

reducing the burden on prj.vate industry and commerce.

It included a cut. in the Nat,iona} Insurance Surcharge.

After allowing for that, and for the other changes

/announced
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announced .in November, the latest forecasts s:uggest that a

borrowing requirement, of 8,8 billion ín 1983-84 permits

further real tax cuts with a net cost to t'he PSBR of some

EL\ billion. The full year revenue costs of my proposals

wÍlI of course be rather larger than that.

The Red Book gives revenue and expenditure projections

for the period up to 1985-86. These allow for a further

reductj-on in pubtic sector borrowing as a percentage of GDP

over the medj-um term. There is, of courser rlo certainty

about the precise figures. But they show how lower borrowing

can be combined with lower taxesr and reductions in inflation

and interest rates. As was indeed illust'rated by my last

Budget.
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PUBLIC EXPENDTTURE

Central to the restraint of borrowing is the restraint

of publÍc expendlture. And the key to effective control of

public expenditure is that finance must determine expendÍture t

not, expenditure finance.

The House debaLed last. week the public expenditure

Ifhlte Paper which set out our plans for the years to 1985-86.

Public expenditure is beÍng held within the levels set in

earlier plans. The ratio of public expend.iture to GDP r which

is ttre measure of the burden which public e:çenditure places

on the rest of the economy, has been reduced from 441 per

cent in 1981-82 to a planned 431: per cent in 1983-84.

In working to get and keep public spending down we have

been helped by another lmportant institutional innovation which

$/e have introd.uced: cash plannlng. Improved control of

expenditure has been an essentfal factor in makíng possible

the tax reductions I am announci.ng today '

I shall also be announclng additlons to certain public

spending prograîmesi but they will all be met from the

Contj.ngency Reserve¡ and so will not add to the planned

total of e.xpenditure.

,/We have also
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lrle have also maintalned a strict control over the running

costs of Goverrrment itself , in partlcular, manpower. By the

end of this month we shall have reduced the nr¡mbers of the

Civil ServÍce to 652.000 - a fall of 8O'OOO since Lg|g. The

target of 630'000 by April 1984 which we set ourselves on

taklng of f Íce, and. whf ch sçrlne thought unattalnable, ís t'hus

now within reach. CivíI Service numbers will by next year be

Iower than at any time since the War.
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SOCTAL SECURTTY AND CHARITTES

I now turn to social security. This is much the biggest

single element in public expenditure - more than one quarter

of the total.

About half of social security expendÍture Ís on benefits

foy' pensioners

The House will remember that, because prices have been

falling faster than expected, last Novemberrs uprating of

social security benefits, whích r^tas meant to be linked to the

rate of inflation, in fact exceeded it by 2.7 per cent.

As a result., benefíciaries received an advance payment of part

of the increase due this November. The costs of increases are

borne mainly by contributorsi and we had in November to

announce further increases in Nätional Insurance contribution

payment.s, which take effect from next month. . The effect of

the proposal I am about to make will be able to leave

benef icj-aries with the full benefit of t,he advance .palrnent in the

current year, and some part of it in the year from next November.

The forecast method of upratíng, which gave rise to the

situation I have just descrÍbed, has never worked well. I'or

a forecast made at Budget-time of what the rate of inflation

,/wíIl be
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will be at the time the uprating takes place in the following

November is necessarily uncertain. Increases can therefore

be larger or smaller than intended. There have been years

when prices have been under-estimatedr ês in 1981 - when a

2 per cent under-provisíon was made good the following year -
and others, such as 1980 and L982, when the error has gone the

other way. In each case there has necessarily been a yearrs

delay before the error of the previous year could be corrected.

The system of trying to forecast inflation is a fragile

basÍs for calculat,ions of such importance to millions of our

fellow citizens. The fact is that the only reason that this

system was introduced by the Party opposite was in order to

make savS-ngs of g5OO million in 1976. Given the experience

of the past seven years, the Government believes that there is

an overwhelming case for restoring the,more certain system that

prevailed, bef ore 197 6. ThÍs is the system by wh.ich benef Ít

upratings are calculated on what has actually happened to prices,

rather than on what might happen in future - if we got our

forecast. right.

From this November, therefore, \âte shall return to the

hisLoricr oF actual, method. The necessary legislat,ion wÍII
be introduced j:nmedíately.

The uprating this November will be based on th-e rise in

/príces
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prices in the twelve months to May of tt¡:is year. That figure

will be announced. on L7 June, and my Rt Hon Friend will use

that figure as the basis for the uprating statement that he

will make as soon as possible after that. Ìfe have chosen the

May figure because it, is the laLest month we can use as the

basis of the calculation and stÍll make sure that all recipients

get their increase in November.

' The uprating will be based on whatever. the May figures

turns out to be. At this st,age, of course, I cannot say

exactly what that figure will be-

It seems likely, however, to be in the region of 4 per cent.

ï must make it clear that on present forecasts this is likely

to be a lower percentage than j-f we reli ed on tl¡-e present

unsatisfactory system of fixing the rate on the basis of a

forecast figure for next November. For in November, as I have

already told the House, the annual rate of inflation may

temporarily be running at about 6 per cent.

Even sor benefits are likely to be increased by significantly

more than would have been the case under the old system if

full account had, been taken of the amount of last yearrs

advance payment. And there will of course be no question

of any so-called "clawback". Indeed there never was.

Beneficiari-es will retain the fuIl benefit of the ad'vance

/exLra Palnnent
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extra payment they are now receÍvJ.ng.

likely to cont,inue into 1984.

And part of ít is

Linked publÍc service pensions will be raised Ín November

by the same percentage as benefits. For unemplo¡rment benefitt

the increase witl be in addition to the restoration of the

5 per cent abatement which I have already mentioned.

On the basis I have described, the pos.ition for pensioners

over the life-time of this Government is this. Between the

November upratings of L978 and 1983.prices are likely to have

risen by some 70 per cent, and pensions by some 75 per cent.

Our pledge to maintain the value of tbe pensÍon over the life-

time of this parliament will thus have been more than fulfilled.

There is of course one other social security benefit to

which we attach no less significance. It plays a major part

in easi.ng the unemployment trapr and so in our st'rategy of

improving incentives for everyone. It is important for families,

and particularly for the low-paid.. I refer, of course, to

child benefít.

I am glad to be able to tell the Eouse ttrat from November

l9B3 Lhe rate of child benefÍt will be increased from 95.85 to

g6.50. One-parent benefit wilt be correspondingly increased

to g4.O5. On the basis of our inflation forecast, both benefits

will then be worth more than ever before. I know that the lfouset

and the country, wilt welcome this nev\ts very warmly.

/ruts
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ThÍs Government also gives special priority to help for

the sick and disabledr and for wj-dows. r am proposing

further measures to increase that help.

In my first Budget I exempted from tax war widowrs

pensions and widowrs child dependency allowances. In 1980

I introduced a bereavement allo\^Iance to benefit widows in the

tax year of their husbandr s death' However, because theír

income in that. year is already covered by other aLlowances'

many newly widowed women receive no financial benefit from

that allowance. AccordinglY, it will now be extended to

cover t,he year after the husband's death as wellr êt a cost

of some E3O million in a full year. This change will more

than double the number of widows benefitíng from the bereavement

allowance.

lfe also int.end. to provide significant new help for about,

55rOOO j-nvalidity pensioners. Until now the so-calIed

"invalidity trap", prevented them from receiving the long term

rate of supplementary benefit. I announced earlier that the

unemployed over 60 will now be entitled to the long term rate.

fn addit,ion I am glad, to be able to tell the Eouse that we also

intend. to amend the regulations so that people und.er 60 who

have been on incapacity benefits for a year will qualify for

the long term raÈe. This will get, rid of the invalidity

trap. And quite right too. There wÍll also be

an increase from E2O to 822.50 in the amount whi-ct¡-

/disabled
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disabled and chronically sick people can earn before theír

benefit is reduced.

!{hile we need to ensure that social security benefj'ts

go to those most Ín need, I am concerned that rlre should not

discourage People from saving. We shall therefore increase

from E,2r5OO to E3TOOO the ljrnit above which savings disgualify

people for supplementary benefit. There r¡rill be an additÍonal

disregard of EI5OO for the surrender value.of life assurance

policies. And we strall also j-ncrease to Ê5OO the corresPond'ing

limÍt for single payments of supplement.ary benefits to help

wÍth exceptional exPenditure.

Vüe also Propose to replace the veþ-icle gch-eme for war

pensioners wÍth a cash allowance at a rate which wilt contÍnue

their traditional preference over civilian benefits.

These measures, taken together with the increase in

child benefit and one-parent benefit and the ending of tlre

abatement of unemployment benefÍt' add gIOl million to the

social security progralnme in 1983-84 and 8286 million in

1984-85. That is in addition to the cost' of the extension

of the long terin rate of supplementary benefit to the over

6Os, to which I referred earlier.

Many of the keY needs,

/for examPlet
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of the elderly, are met by voluntary groups and

If they are to do all they can, we must help the

Once again we have been pressed to reimburse charÍties for

VAT on their taxable purchases. But, horrever exhaustively

and sympat,hetically we examine this proposal, the d,if f icultj.es

remain and cannot be swept aside. I have of course been able

in þrevious years to extend VAT reliefs for the disabled and

charities serving them. But a VAT refund sclreme r^¡ould' be

expensive to operate and j-nd.iscrj.minate in its ef fects,

benefiting not only those charitj-es wlrich do valuable work in

the community but also - and sometimes disproportionately so

many other bod.ies with very limited or controversial aims which

do not command public support. Sor âs before, Ï have been

forced to conclude that we are right to channel our help in

other ways.

But I do j-ntend to give more such Lrelp. .In 1980 I

introduced substantial new tax relief for covenanted donations

to charities, by allowing relief against higher rates of income

tax up to a ceiling of E3'OOO a year; and last year I increased

the limit on exemption from capital transfer tax for gifts made

within a year of death from E?OA.OOO to E?5O'OOO. I propose

now to carry these two measures further by raising to Ê5'OOO

the ceiling on higher rate relief for gifts made by deed of

/covenant
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covenant and by abolÍshing the ceiling on exemPtion from

capit,al transfer tax for charitable bequests. All outright

gifts and. bequests to charities will now be entirely free

from CTT.

I have had representations about the positÍon of companies

who would like to second thej-r staff, with PaY, to charities.

At, present the employee's salary is not allowable for tax

because it is not an expense incurred by the company wholly

and exclusively for the purpose of Íts business. For normal

business expenses \¡¡e must continue to stick to t'hat general

principle. But, I am satisfied that it ís right to make an

exception in Lhis limited case. CompanÍes which lend' staff

to work for charities and continue to pay thelr salarj-es will

now be able to treat the cost as an allowable expense for tax

purposes.
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HO¡48 OtÍNERSHIP, HOUSTNG AND CONSTRUSTION

I come no\^¡ to housíng and the construction industry.

The whole House is, I know, anxious to see more actívity

in this sector. lfithin the public expenditure plans there

ís provision for capital expenditure on constructÍon ín

1983-84 of over €,1O billion, a tO per cent increase on this
I

yearr s expected outturn. Vle want this money used effectÍve1y

for the purpose for which ít is intended'

One of our hÍghest prioritÍes has always been the

extension of home-ownership. This Government has done

more than any other to encourage thís. Since we came to

office almost ä mil-lion public sector tenants have bought,

their homesl and the fall i-n mortgage rates Qver the past

year has made it easj-er for first time lbuyers to meet the

costs of a mort,gage.

But it is now clear that the Ezs,OOO limit on mortgage

interest tax relÍef is beginning to hind.er a growÍng number

of families who want to buy their first home. I have

therefore decided to increase the limit to g3OfOOO. This

will cost. some Ê5O míIlion in 1983-84: it will help potentía1

homeowners and the construction industry aIÍke. AL the same

t.ime I intend to remove an anomaly whereby a borrower may

/geL tax relief
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get tax relief in excess of the celllng for both an ordinary

mortgage and an interest-free loan frcrm his employerr

I also propose to extend mortgage interest relief of the

kind already enjoyed. by many employeesn whose d.utles prevent'

them living in their own homes, to self employed people, Iike

tenant farmers and tenant llcensees, who have a contractual

requÍrement to live in accorusood.atJ.on provided for them but'

who are also buying thelr olurÌ homes. This i^rill be accompani.ed

by a slmilar extension of the capital gains tax relÍef applying

to a prj.vate residence.

Let me explain that I arn not, by this relief to tenant

Ii-censees, widening the scope of Go'yernment'poIÍcy to transfer

publJ-c housing to prívate ownership. Some PublÍc Houses have

their attractions. My aim is simply to help tenant inn-keepers

buying their own homes elsewhere.

lfe want to help people not only to own their own homes

but also to keep them in good repair. Last year I announced

a major attack on d.isrepair by Íncreasj-ng t,he rates of repairs

grants, This has proved very successful indeed. ExpendÍture

in 1982-83 will be twlce that Ín 1981-82 and a further increase

is expected this year.

lWe har¡e already
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We haye already announced Lhat the hlgher rates are to

continue until the end of 1983=84. And local authoritl.es

have been told .they may spend wlthout lÍmit on all improvement

grants next year. To ensure that we get the greatest 5ropact,

from this initiatlve, the limits on expenditure ellgible for
grant will be increased by 20 per cent.

Our main aim, of. course, is to help people to help

theniselyes. But there are sorne areas, partícularly in the

fnner Cities, where decay in the private housJ-ng stock is so

bad thaL concerted action is needed. Vüe are encouraging

local authorit,ies to t.ackle such areas by the process known

as ent¡eloping - where the authority repai-rs the external

fabric of whole terraces or streets of houses on behalf of

the owners. This has proved. a cost-effective way of improving

an area, and we will be allowing local authorities to undertake

additional expenditure in 1983-84 on any approved, enveloping

scheme.

These two measures are likeIy to lead to additional

expenditure of some E6O miLlion in 1983-84. In add.Ítion

my RHF the Secretary of StaLe for the Environment is today

announcing further neasures to encourage local authorities

to make fulI use of the resources available t.o them for

capital investment.

/I myself can
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I myself can announce three further steps to help the

constructíon lndustryo

First, in 1981 I introd.uced a scheme to defer Develo¡xoent

Land Tax on develo¡rments for the owrlersf or¡¡n üsêr lhe scheme,

which is due to end in AprÍl 1984, has proved valuable, and I

propose to extend it to April 1986, at a cost of E4 million in

a full year.

Secondly, stock relief wÍl1 from today be ayailable for

houses accepted by builders in part exchange on the sale of

a ner^r house for the personal use of an Índividual or hls

family. This will cost E5 mlllion ln a ful1 fêârr

Third, I propose to increase from 10 per cent to 25 per

cent the proportion of office space in build.ings qualifying

for the industrial build.ings allowance - an allowance which I

increased in 1981, The cost wÍll be about 825 million i-n a

full year.

These nehr measures will be welcomed by t'he industry'
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BUDGET SECRET

TNDTRECT TAXES

I come no\^r to t,he indirect Laxes.

I propose no change in the present rate of VAT.

, In successive Budgets I have sought to establish the

senslble presumption that the excise duties should be adjusted

broadly in lj-ne wiù.h the movement of prices from one year to

the next. This is essential if we are to maÍntain the rÍght

balance between dÍrect and índtrect taxes'

Thfs year too I intend to follow the same approach. But

our Success in reducing inflation means that the increases Ï

shall be announcj-ng will be much smaller than 1n recent' years.

The additional revenue I strall be seeking from duty changes

this year is about half of the comparable flgure in 1980 and

L982 and about a quarter of that in 1981.

I start with the duties on alcoholic drinks, I propose

to increase the duties from midnlght. tonight by amounts which

represent, including vAT, about 25 pence on a bottle of

spirits, 5 pence on a bottle of table wfner 7 pence on a

bottle of sherry and one penny on the price of a typical

pint of beer, on cider, whÍch Ís increasingly competing

/wll-l:, beer, I
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with beer, I propose a si¡nilar lncrease of one penny a pint.

As f or tobacco, I propose to j.ncrease the duty by the

equivalent, includinE VAT t of 3 pence on the price of a

packet of 20 cigarettes. There will be consequential fncreases

for cigars and hand-rolling tobacco, but no increase for pípe

tobacco, fhese changes will take effect from midnight, Thursday.

NexL, the oil duties. I am conscious óf the concern

felt by a number of my hon Friends about the effects of

íncreases in dutÍes on petrol and derv. But at a time when

world. oil prices are falling it would not be rÍght to allow

the real value of the dutj-es to be erod.ed significantly. I

propose t.herefore to increase the duty on petrol by about 4p

a gatlonrincludÍng VAf. fn the case of derv I propose an

increase, including VAT' of about 3p a gallon. these changes

will take effect for oÍ1 d.eIÍvered frcrn refÍneries and ware-

houses from 6pm toníght.

As in the last two years, I propose no change in the

rate of duty on heavy fuel oil. The real burden of this

duty will thus have been reduced since 1980 by sone 20 per

cent. This witl be of conslderable contfnuing assistance to

lnd.ustry, since it will help to hold down its energy costs.

I also propose a number of changes in the rates of

,/r¡ehicle exci-se duty.
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vehfcle exci-se duty, For cars ancl llght vans the duty will

be íncreased by E5 from Ê8O to 985. On goods vehicles, the

new duty structure íntroduced last year allows me to spread the

burden more fairly. rn order t.o bring the rates of duty more

nearly into line with t,he costs the various categories of

lorry impose on the road system I propose to increase the

duty on some l9OrOOO hearry vehicles, This means that T

shaII, on the salne lines, be able to reduce by approximately

10 per cent the rates of duty on some 315 ròOo lighter

commercial vehicles. These chgnTes will take effect from

tomorrow t

The tot,al effect of aI1 the changes ln excise duties

will be to raise additional revenue of solne E,6OO million

a year, But let me emphasise again that thís implies

vÍrtually no change in the real burden of indirect taxes in

1983-84. The inrned.iate effect wÍI1 be to add about O,4 per

cent to the overall level of prÍces. This has, of coursef

been fu11y t.aken into account in the price forecasts which I

have given to the House.
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OTL TAXATTON

I come now to North Sea tax. The development of the

North Sea is a notable achievement of private enterprise and

the result of a huge co-operative effort involving hundreds

of companies and thousands of people. V'Ie want this to

continue, despit,e changes in oilfield economics. Tax is not

the only factor. Steps taken by the indust,ry to cut costs'

and the future level of oil prices, will be at least as

i:nportant. BuÈ the tax structure must adapt as well.

I am therefore proposing a substantially more favourable

regime to assist Lhe companies as they move on to develop new

fields, and., in order to help finance new activity, a package

of relief on current fields. The j-ndustry will benef,it from

these changes by more than €,8OO million over the next 4 yearst

start.ing with EIIS million in 1983-84.

To encouragie further exploration and appraisal, I propose

immediate relief against Petroleum Revenue Tax for expenditure

incurred after tod.ay in searching for oil and appraising

d.iscovered reserves.

For future fields I proPose two important new incentiVes.

First, the oil allowance will be doubled for such field's.

/Second,
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Second., my Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for Energy

will be taking steps to abolish royalties for these fields.

The changes will apply to future fields where development,

consent has been given on or after I April 1982' with the

exception of the relatively more profitable Southern Basin

and onshore field,s. I am ready to discuss with the Índustry

whether there is a need to extend these incentives to the

Southern Basin fields. If I were to be persuaded of the need,

any extension would be backdated to developinent, consents issued

after tod,ay.

Most existing field.s make good profÌts' But to improve

current cash flow, I have decided progressively to phase out

Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax. As a st,artr. the 20 per cent

rate wilt be reduced to 15 per cent from f ¡lfy, and APRT will

disappear completely by t,he end of 1986.

An Tnland. Revenue press release !.¡i11 give further details,

and also describe other proposed changes in oil'taxation.

They include, following the Consultative Document published

last. May, proposals on PRT reliefs for expenditure on shared

assets such as pipelines, and. for charging related receipts.

The proposals wí11 give significant additional relief on

expenditure and will exempt tariffs on half a million tonnes

of oil a year from each field using a pj-peline. This will

encourage the shared use of these assets.

/f. believe
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I believe that my proposals will provj.de ttr-e industry

wÍth the right fiscal incentives for the further successful

development of the countryrs North sea resources.

I
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BUDGET SECRET

NATTONAL TNSURANCE SURCHARGE AI{D COUPE}ü T"AXATION

Frcan one key industry I turn now to business and lndustry

as a whole. Our llvfng standards and Jobs depend on our ability

to seIl and compete, produclng the right, goods and services at

the right tlme and the right price. The main responsibility

for achieving this lies with industry and com$¡erce. But

eovernment can help by reducing the burdens'it places on

bus iness.

These can be lwofold. HlEh lnf1atíon and excesslve

public borrowing has j.n the past kept j-nterest rates and.

busÍness costs higher than they need have been. V,te have

made progress in putting that right. But Government also

imposes direct burdens on business, and here too we have

acted to help cut costs. T har¡e given high priority to

reduclng the National Insurance Surcharge [NIS), the tax

on jobs first int.roduced and then increased by Qur Labour

predecessors r

I suppose that, to be scrupulously fäir, I ought in

fact to poÍnt out that NIS or at least lts increase - was

a child of the Tl,Lb/Ilab pact of L977. A child of unmarried

parents, in short so frm not sure what I should call it.

VÍhat is clear is that, though there have since been sgme

,/changes of partners t
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changes of partners, none of the parties on the benches

opposlte can deny responsÍbtlity for lt.

In last yearr s Budget I cut NIS f'ton 3\ per cent lo 2\

per cent. In Noyernber I announced that, fot 1983=84r the

rate would be further cut to lL per cent. On top of thís I

made special arrangements to enable half of that cut of 1 per

cent to be brought forward into 1982-83.

I now propose that the rate be reduced from tä per cent

to 1 per cent from August 1983. As before, the benefits will

be confined to the pri-vate sector. This cut is worth another

Ê,2I5 million in 1983-84 and nearly E4OO million ín a full year.

The surcharge was 3à per cent when this government took

offíce, We are nortl well on the way to abolishing it. The

reductÍon from 3\ per cent. to one per cent will be worth

nearly E2 billion to private business in a full year.

on corporation Tax, a Green Paper was j-ssued over a

year ago. I am grat,eful for the many thoughtful responses.

They raise a wíd.e range of issues which we have examined

carefully. But there is one lmpressÍon that stands out.

That is the o¡¡er-whelmlng desire on t'he part of industry

f,or stabllity jn the Corporatlon Tax reglme. I recognise

/Lhe force in
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the force in thÍs. Change fs not costless. I have therefore

concluded that there should b.e no change Ín the broad

structure of the present arrangements. As regards the taxatíon

of inflationary profitsf I awaÍt the outcome of the accountancy

professionr s further considerations.

There are however s9me useful changes on which I can

make a start todaY.

At present, advance corpOratj.on tax can be carried back

two years to be set, agalnst corporation Èax. I propose to

extend thÍs over a period to six years. I also propose that

the incidental business cost,s of issuing acceptance credits

and of issuÍng certain convertible loan stocks should be

allowable expenses for corporation tax purposes. There are

other areas where we need to make progress, including the tax

treatment of groups and capital allowances for the mineral

extraction industries. I am authorising t'he In1and Revenue

to look further at these issues, and to consult. on them where

necessary.

on the taxation of international businessr I have

considered carefully the responses to the latest round of

consultation. I have decided not to proceed this year with

measures cOncerning company residence and upstream loans.

Bothneed further consideration.

/On Lax havenst
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On tax hayens, howeyer, I propOse to moye clauses which

take account of the recent consultations. These wí1l not

come into effect untll APriI 1984.

This change should be consÍdered alongside one other

proposal that flows from the Corporation tax Green Paper.

At present, cred.it for foreign tax on overseas Íncome Ís only

altowed against such pert of a companyts corporation tax

liability as reraains after d.eduction of ACT. As a result of

representations received in response to the Green Paperr f

propose that from April 1984 thls doubte tax relief should

be allowed agai-nst t.he full corporatj-on tax liability before

ACT is deducted.

As I have saÍdr fly proposals on tax havens and on ACT

and double tax relief have to be seen together. Between them

they will not in¡¡olve any increase in the total burden of tax

on internatÍonal business, But they do mean a switch in t'he

tax burden a\4lay from those who remj-t profÍts home and on to

those who accumulate Surplus cash balances in tax havens

ot/erseas. I am sure the House will agree that this is right'

To turn to a different area, I announce each year the

future scale rates for measuring lhe benefits from conpany

cars. Recent íncreases have been at a rate of 20 per cent,

but the leve1s still falI short of any objective measure of

/Ej;.e true benefit.
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the true bëneflt. This year I au proposÍng further increases

with effect from April 1984ibut they wilt be held to about

15 per cent, The same increase witl appty to the new car

fuel scales whích come into operation next month.

I have also decided to legislate to bring back Ínto tax

the benefit from scholarships provided by employers for the

children of t.heir higher paid employees. There wÍl} be a

transitional exemption for awards made before today so that

scholarship income in respect of an exÍsting award will

continue to be exempt until the child leaves his present

school or college.

I propose too to remove an anomaly by which some people

have their tax bí1Is artificÍaIIy reduced because their

employers do not account for PAYE at the right time and then

pay over too little. I also propose with effect from April

t984 to increase substantially the tax measure of the benefit

gained by an employee who occupies rent-free)olî at a very

low rent)more expensive acconmodatíon owned by hís employer'

The House wj-l} be aware of instances of tax avoidance

through the exploitation of group relief, and througb the

exploitation of so-called second hand bonds. I propose

legislation to deal with these abuses and also to improve

the ærangements for collecting DLT on disposals by non-

residents.
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And now a word about banks. I sald last year that we

would. be glving further thought to the problerr of how best

to ensure a suffícient contributlon to tax revenues by the

banking sector. I have examined the pos.lt,Íon with great care

and have concLuded that it would not be sensÍbIe now to take

act.ion which might weaken the Banks. There will therefore be no

tightening this year of the tax regj-me for banks.

Finally for the company sector, I propose some changes

t.hat are designed specifically to help small and medÍum-sized

companies, At present the so called small companies rate of

corporation tax is 40 per cent and applies to taxable profÍts

up to ggOfOOO. The 52 per cent rate is payable at E225'OOO.

I propose to reduce the 40 per cent rate to 38 per cent,¡ to

raise the lower limit of E9O,OOO to €,lOOrOOOrand to raise the

upper limiÈ from E225,OOO to E,SOOTOOO.

Between these two limits profits are subject to a

transÍtj-onal marginal rate r When this Government came into

offj-ce that marginal rate stood at just, over 66 per cent.

I have already reduced. Ít to 60 per cent. The changes that

I am proposing tod.ay will bring it down to 55| per cent

only a lfttle above the main 52 per cent rate' These changes

witl concentrate the help that f can give on the many small

and medha-sized firms with taxable profits of up to E\

mi11ion.
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The cost, of these Corporation tax changes for srnaller

companies will be Ê,4O rnÍll1on ln 1983-84 and. E7O mlllion in

a fu1l year.
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BUDGET SECRET

ENTERPRISE

Small and medium sÍzed enterprises are a major source of

new wealth for the nation and, above all, of new jobs. I shall,

therefore, propose today a further series of measures which

will foster their growth, greatly extendíng those which f have

already introduced, and whose results are already evident.

I am told that Britain now offers a more attractive tax errvironnent'

than Germany for venture capit.al and for the micro-electronics

revolutj-on. That was not so fÍve years ago.

I now propose further action in a nwlber of areas.

I want. more people to share in the ownershiP of the

companies for which they work. ft is both a good incentive

and. a good way for people to build up a capital stake. The

measures so far introduced have already brought us to the position

where about a quarter of a million employees receive shares

each year.

But I want to make these Employee Profit Sharing Schemes

more attractive and more f}exible, while still open to all

employees. I theref ore propose t,hat companies may give

shares each year to employees t,o the value of gI25Or or

10 per cent, of their earningsr uP to a maxj.mum of [5OOO.

,/this new
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This new freedom will provide st,iIl further encouragement to

managementr upon whom so much d,epends.

Share options for senior managers also provide an i-mportant,

incentive. Last year I j.ntrod.uced arrangements to spread

the income tax burden that can arise when an option ís

exercised. I propose ttris year to increase the inst,alment

period from three years to five years.

Save As You Earn linked share option schemes already

cover over IOOTOOO employees. The monthly limit on contributions

with tax relÍef now stands at g5O. In order to encourage

further growth I propose increasing it to 875. The total

cost of a1t these share incent.ive measures will be Ê2O million

in 1983-84 and some 8,35 million in a full year.

I also want, to ease the difficulties when t,he employees

of a company seek to buy the business for which they work.

The transformation that followed the employee buy-out of the

National Freight Company shows how valuable this can be.

In order t,o help those who borrowed to take part in this

buy-out, and to encourage sj-milar success, I propose that

where an employee-controlled comPany is being set up the

employees should benefít from interest relief on loans they

take out to buy shares in it,.

,/Capital
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capital taxes can suffocate enterprise. Last, year we

t,ook the major step of ind.exing capital gains' It is clearly

appropriate to provide a period, of stabilÍty to let the new

structure settle in. We have already announced that aùruinistrative

measures will be introduced to help large institutional

investors. I now propose that,r âs the legislation provides,

the annual exempt amounts for individuals and for trustees

should. be increased in line with inflation. And. I propose to

increase to EzO,OOO the limits on the relief for small part

disposals of land and for residential letting.

I propose to double ttre present retirement relief, raising

it to €,}OO'OOO. This will further encourage entrepreneurs

to keep money in their busj-ness where it can work t,o best effect.

I have receÍved a number of representations that other features

of the present relief cause difficutty, and we shall therefore

be conducting further consultations later this year.

The cost of the CGT measures I have announced will be

815 miIlÍon in a full year. There will be no cost in

1983-84.

On capital transfer tax, I propose to increase the

threshold and rate bands broad.ly in line with indexatj-on.

As a result the threshold will rise from g55rOOO to E,6O'OOO.

/I am
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I am concerned that the prospect of capital transfer

tax may still díscourage Èhose who are contemplating

investing capit,al in small businesses. It may also be

one of the factors reducing the number of farms avaÍlable

for letting. I therefore propose to increase relief for

minority shareholders Ín unquoted companies and for let

agricultural land from 20 per cent to 30 per cent.

The cost of these changes j.n capital transfer tax

wilt be E2o mÍIlion in 1983-84 and 855 million in a full

year. Other minor changes to CTT and CGT are set out in

Inland. Revenue press notices.

I propose two other measures to help small firms.

The VAT regÍstration t,hreshold will be increased with effect

from midnight tonight from El-7 .OOO to 918'OOO' at a cost

of Ê5 million in a full Year.

And I propose to increase from E2OO to !1,OOO the

de minimis limit for assessment of investment income

apportioned to the members of a close comPany.

Now, j-nnovation and technology. I have already

announced an íncrease in the proportion of office space

in buildings quatÍfying for the industrial buildÍngs

allowance. ThÍs additional flexibility will be of

/particular
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part,icular value in the high technology industrÍes, which

often need relatively large amounts of space for d,esign and

computer-based activities. It will cost about 825 mÍllíon

in a fulI year. On the tax side I also propose to extend

the lOO per cent first year allowance for rented teletext
receivers until May 1984, and for British films until March 1987.

The cosL of these two measures will be E3O million in a full
year.

On the public expenditure side, I propose a range of

measures for the encouragement of industry and, enterprise

worth Ê,185 million over the next three years.

The Vtest Mid.lands have been particularly hard-hit by the

current recession. Small engineering firms are even more

important in that region than in other part,s of the economy.

They need help to modernise and re-build their strength.

I propose, therefore, to make available an extra glOO millj.on

over the next. 3 years to enable my Rt Hon Friend the Secretary

of State for Industry to re-open the Small Engineering FÍrms

Investment, Scheme.

The Scheme is already a Proven success: l75O applications

r¡rere received last year and more than 14OO offers of assÍstance

have been mad.e. It is open to qualifying firms in any areai

but, as one would expect, a high proportion of the first

/allocation
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allocation went to firms Ín the West MÍdlands. This nevt,

and much larger, allocatÍon should bring substantial further

help to the regionr âs well as to small engineering firms

generally.

In the field of informatj-on technology, further assistance

will be available to enable firms to evaluate the benefits of

computer aids f or production managelnent, and for t,L¡e development

of lnnovative software Prod,ucts.

At, the moment grants are available for research and

development but there is no special facÍlity for encouraging

the marketÍng and investment stages of the innovation process.

To fitl this gap a new scheme will be introduced, which will

be of special value to small and medium-sized compani-es.

There will also be an increase in expend,iture on Department

of Industry's manuf acturing and design ad.visory servj.ces.

These províde small firms \^rith a free introduction to private

sector consultancy services, and have proved highly successful.

My Rt Hon Friend the secretary of state for Ind,ustry may

have an opportuirityr ât a }ater stage in this debate, to

describe these measures in more detail. Taken together with

measures prevÍously announced, they will mean that Government

assj-st.ance on new technology and innovation wiII have doubled

since this Government took office.

/T'ast Year
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Last year I ext,ended t,he small workshop scheme by two

years for very small j-ndustrial unit,s. The scheme is
provj-ng very effective Ín promoting Lhe provision of premÍses

for new businesses. This year I want to encourage the

conversion of.more old buildings into productive workshops:

I propose to allow all such units in a single converted building

to qualify for lOO per cent first year allowances if on average

they meet the size requirements.

Now I come to the important matter of finance for business,

on which I have major improvements to propose.

Companies and monetary policy alike would, boËh benefit from

a revivat of the corporate bond. market. ï¡olr¡er tong term interest

rates are the key to this. But there are also a number of ways

of giving companies greater flexibility in the nature and tÍming

of the bonds they issue.

A consultative document on d.eep discount stock was issued

on 12 January. It set out a range of options, including an

accruals basis of taxation as in the United States. I am

grateful to those who respond.ed.

There was considerable support for an arrangement under

which the borrower would get relief on an appropriate accruals

basis while the investor would only pay tax at red.emption

/or on sale
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or on sale. I propose to legislate to this effect.

Companies will still be able to issue conventional or

ind,exed bond.s. My proposal wíl1 serve to extend their range

of options.

I also propose certain reliefs to enable companies to

issue Eurobonds in this country and to ensure that full tax

relaet Ls avaÍlab1e for discounts paid on acceptance credj-ts.

We shall be issuing on 21 March a consultative document

on the possibilities for the simplification of st,amp d,uty.

The Loan Guarantee Scheme is another ímportant ÍnnovatÍon

that we have Íntroduced.. My Hon Friend the Parliamentary

Under-Secretary of State for Industry has conducted a thorough

review of the scheme with the help of outside consultants.

He will be makj-ng a full statement tomorrow. It is clear that

the scheme has usefully encouraged lending to tþe small firms

sector. Nearly g3OO million has been lent to some 9,OOO

companÍes, about half of them new businesses. As a result'

the scheme is now close to its present ceiling of g,3OO million.

This ceili-ng will therefore be raised t.o. E6OO million to enable

the scheme to run its full t.hree year course to May 1984, and

we may need to seek the House's approvál for an increase in

the statutory limit for Èhis Purpose.

/On 3 March
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On 3 March I informed the House about the publication of

the report, of the working party on .Ereeports, under the

chairmanship of my Hon I'rÍend, the Ëconomic Secretary to the

Treasury. I can noþt tell the House that ttre Government

accepts the report and. will implement its recommendations.

Legislation will therefore be introduced in the FÍnance Bill

to enable selected freeport sites to be designated.

Freeports are a ne$r trading concept for'the Uníted KÍngdom

and I regard. it as essentíal to make a caref.ul test of the

facilities they offer. As the report recommend,ed, therefore,

the fÍrsË step is to establish freeports on an experÍmental

basis in two or three locations. Widespread consultation will

be needed before the sites are chosen.

Last, but far from leastr the Business Start-up Scheme.

This scheme, announced in my 1981 Budget Stat.ement, offers

uniquely generous tax incentives to outsj-de investors in small

companÍes. It is not bettered anywhere in the world. But I

now intend to better Ít.

When I Íntroduced t.he scheme I thought it rigtrt to give

priority to invest¡nent in business start-ups ¡ where t'here is

often the greatest difficulty Ín raising outsíde equit,y

finance.

/T now propose
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I now propose a major extension of the scheme. It was

due to end in April 1984. The life of the new, extended

scheme will run to April L987. From 6 April the coverage

wíI} be greatly widened, to includ,e not only ner¡{ companies,

but all qualifying establÍshed unquoted Lrading companies

as we}l. I propose also to double the allowable maxÍmum

investment in any year from E2O,OOO to EAO TOOO. A number of

other changes will be made to improve tlre scheme. In particular

the'5O per cent limit on qualifying shares v¡i]! be dropped.

The cost of these changes is d.Ífficult to estimate' but could

be Ê,75 mitlion j-n a full Year.

these proposals will transform the position of unquoted

trad.ing companies seeking outside equity. ft is a further

move towards removing the bias in the tax system against the

personal shareholder, and a further measure to encourage wider

share ownership. By concentratÍng help on those companies

which do not have read,y access to outsÍde capital th.e scheme will

assist many more small and. medium companies !o realj.se their

undoubted. potential for growth. The new, extended scheme will

be known as the Business Expansion Scheme.

Our constant concern as a Government has been to improve

the competitive envj-ronment for busj-nesses and people who \¡lork

in them. These proposals mark a further major step in that

direction.
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FISCAT, BALANCE

In judging t,he right balance to strike in this Budget I

have taken into account the rneasures I announced Ín the Autumn

whÍch will directly reduce business costs. I have also taken

account of the lower level of the exchange rate. As I said in

my Budget Speech two years ãgot exchange rate changes alter

the dlstrlbutÍon of incomes between companies and persons. A

higher exchange rate, boosts personal spending power, but it

sgueezes the prOfits of companies exposed to international

competition. Consequently, in my 198f Budget, personal

Íncome tax thresholds remaíned unchanged in order Ín part to

be able to offer some help to companj-es.

The same considerati-ons led me to d.i-rect over two thirds

of the real tax reductions in my l-982 Budget towards business

and industry, ín order to help cash flow and rebuild profíts.

In this Budget too the measures I have announced so far go

largely in the same direction. Taken together rvith the net

effect of the changes that I announced last autumn' they will

provide help fof business and industry that is worth around

Ik billion in a fuII Year.

And that is less than harf the storlz' r'or ' if business

had to pay the same share of total taxes Ín 1983-84 as it

/paið, in L978-79 ¡
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paid in L978-79, then {t would haye to be payfng sorne Ê,3

billion more than J.s forecast for the coming year, But

over the years I have acted deliberately to lighten that

load. And I have d.one so in recognÍtÍon of the case for

helping business which has been strong'}.y, and rightly'

argued in debate after debate, and from all quarters of

t,his House. I donrt belj-eve any hon member would suggest

that business and i-ndustry should pay more tax.

But I have had to recoup the E3 bíllion. And I have

had to do this alongsÍde the need both to ho1d. down

borrowing - not least to reduce business costs - and to

finance public expenditure. Although spending is now being

restrained., and. will fall slowly, it Ís worth noting again

that there are few hon members who have not called. for

increases, rather than cuts,

And these are the reasons why the burden of tax on

people, under successive governments, has become so unaccept-

ably high. The House and the country must face thís reality:

spending at current levelsr which many regard as too lowt

together wíth current levels of tax on business, which many

regard as too high, have brought successive goverrrments to

a posÍtion where t.here has been no alternative to hígh levels

of tax on people.

/F_ut the fact
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But the fact ls that reductions ln personal taxatfon

themselves help business and emplolment. Indeed, it ls

the individuals who work in business who largely determlne

business success.

Yet for years in Britain the tax system and the tax

burden have discouraged indÍvidual effort, commitment, and

enterprise. By strengtheninE Íncentives through lower

personal taxes, Government can help j-ncrease the commitment

to busÍness success at every level. And when the State

takes less of what people earn, there is less justification

for excessiVe pay demands and settleroents. And of course

cuts in personal tax provide a vftal stÍmulus for lasting

groïrLh and jobs.

Happily, because we are reining back public spend'ing -

though not yet far enough - the choice is less stark now

than j-n the past. T am able to combine the significant

measures of direct tax relief to industry and enterprise

wLl-ich I have just announced with a substantial rneasure of

direct tax relief to peoP1e.

Acknowledged r¡rfaiinesses and absurdities produced by

the overlap between the tax and social security systeros

give further compellÍng reasons to move in Lhat' direction.

It makes no sense that people on low Íncomes should be

paying such large amounts of tax. And. low tax thresholds

/are of course
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are of course an irnportant part of the poverty and unergployment

traps' These traps mean thaL sone of those out of work who

could find a job, and some of those ln work who could find a:
better one, do not do so because tb.ey would end up no better
offt with all or more of their fncrease J"n lnco¡ne taken in tax
and national Ínsurance contributions ¡ or lost in benefits
foregone.

This ís a sítuation that demands reform, But those who

claim to have found a quick, cheap way to dispose of the

poverty and unemployment traps d.eceive themselves. The

problem has grovrn up arnr-ost entirery because Governments

for thirty years or more have increased benefits Ín line
with earnings, but raised personal t,ax threshold.s only in
line with pricesrwhich have grown mr¡ch slowly over the years.

rn 1950 the tâx threshold for a married man was about two

thirds of average éarnings. Tod.ay it is barely more than

one third.

A situat,ion that has built up over thirty years cannot

be put right in one Bud.get or one Parrj.ament. These probrems

have arlsen, moreover, not because Government spends too

litt,le, but because successÍve Governments have spent and

taved too much. The substantial increase which I have

proposed in Chlld Benefit, will improve work íncentÍves for
the low pai-d, And several of the measures we have taken

/since L979 have
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stnce L979 have reduced the unern¡>lo1auent trap. But lt ls

only by llmltlng publ-1c s¡rendj-ngr âs we have done, that we

can begln to get to grlps with the problem along the ll"nes

I now propose.
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PERSONAL T.AX

In 1979 f reduced the basic rate of income tax fron

33 per cent to 30 per cent¡ and cut the top rates. That, was

one of the first, and most radical t of the many changes that

found a place in my first four Budgets. This year we can cut

personal taxation again. But I do not propose any further

reduct.íons in rates. For the reasons I havê just gíven it is
thresholds and allowances that must take priority.

Two years agor Ín order to curb inflation and al1ow

lower Ínterest rates, incorne tax allowances were not raised

at all. That Ì^/as a difficult deeisj-on, but necessary in

the circumstances. And. it has slnce brought great benefits.

It was the fimness of that, 1981 Budget which paved the way

towards the lower inflation and lower int.erest rates, which

today offer the prospect of lasting economic recovery.

It is right t.hat the benefit of the sacrifices of 198I

should be enjoyed now by those who made them then.

Last liear I increased tax thresholds and. band,s by L4

per cent. That was 2 per cent more than the amount necessary

to compensate for inflation. This year I also propose a

similar j-ncrease not 2 per cent over inf lation, but 14 per

/cenL in all.
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cent fn all. But because lnflatíon iS tOday sO much lower

that nob¡ represents a real increase of not 2 per cent, but 8U

per cent.

My proposal means that Income tax t.hresholds should be

increased for the single Person from 8,1565 to g1785 and, for

the married person from 82445 to 82795. The addítional

personal allowance paÍd t,o síngle parents, and the widowrs

bereavement, allou¡ance, will be increased in consequence from

Ê88O to gtOIO. Correspond.Íng increases will be made Ín the

age allowance, the higher rate thresholds and bands and the

threshold for the invest:uent income surcharge.

Effect will be given to these changes under PAYE as

from the first, pay day after 10 May. For a ruarried man on

the basic rate they will be worth E2 a week. The cost to

the PSBR, above indexatÍon, will be over gI billíonrwhich is

accommodated within plans for a PSBR of g8 billion next year'

Including indexation, the total revenue foregone will amount

to some E2 bíllion in 1983-84 and E2ä billion in a full year.

Some 1ä million fewer people will pay tax in 1983-84 than

if threshotds had remained at their present levels.
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CONCLUSTON

At the start of my speech I referred to the objectÍves

this Government adopted in L979 I to which we have held, and

still hold, Lack of continuÍty and consistency of policy

has contributed substantÍaIly to Brltainrs post-war history

of economic difficulty and rising unemPloyment. That'
t

continuity and consÍstency has now been provided.,

This Government has created the found.atiqns for sustainable

recovery. This is a Budget for that recovery, I comrnend

it to the House.
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BT'DGET SPEECII: EIGITTII DRAFT

BLOCK A: OPENING

1. The longest Budget speech that I have been able to

trace, Mr Speaker, was that given by

William Ewart Gladstone on 18 April 1853 - it lasted

approximately 4t hrs. Thc thcn Lcader of the Opposition

said of the speech: "... it ra. ,ó extensive that it is

impossible, without consideration, to weigh its

disadvantages and advantages". That could have its

merits, of course. But I can assure the House that I have

nevertheless decided not to try to emulate Gladstone.

Instead I shall try, as always, to follow Dísraeli, who

delivered a Budget speech in 1867 lasting only 45 minutes.

That may be an unattainable target, but at least I can

promise you that this will be my shortest Budget speech.

Or at any rate the shortest so far. And that will not be

its only attractive feature.

Z. For I begin, as last year, by making it clear that I

shall today be proposing further significant cuts in the

taxes paid both by businesses and by individuals. These

proposals will be consistent with our Medium Term

Strategy for effective control of the money supply, for

lower public borrowing, and for further progress on

inflation.

1.
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3. This Budget will develop and build on the themes

which have been the foundation of this Governmentrs

approach to the economy since we took office in 19?9.

4. The requirement we then saw, and the country

accepted, was for resolve, for purpose and for continuity.

My proposals this afternoon are rooted in that same

resolve, and will maintain that purpose, and that

continuity. They are designed to sustain and advance

economic recovery, and to furthei the living standards

and employment opportunities of all our people.

t__
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BLOCK B: WORLD ECONOMY

1. Already by 1979 it was clear that the long-term

decline of Britain's relative position in the world economy

called for a fresh start, for a radical new beginning. And

it soon became apparent that that fresh start would have

to be made in an international setting that was profoundly

and increasingly unhelpfulr as the effects of the second oil

price shock hit home'

?,. Last year output and world trade were lower than

generally expected. In the major industrial economies

output actually fell. And more than 30 million of their

people were unemployed.

3. Developing countries have faced similar difficulties.

Weak markets for their products, high oil import costs and

high interest rates have led to a sharp rise in their short-

term debt. They have had to cut their imports. And that

has amplified the fall in world trade.

4. Now, however, there are signs that the worst of the

problems of the world economy are beginning to abate.

5. Oil prices have weakened. For the world as a whole

this means lower inflationr and hence an encouragement

to increased activity.



ó. More important -still, there are clear signs that the

world is breaking the inflationary habits of the 19?0s. In

many countries in the past year the rate of increase in

prices has fallen more steeply than expected.

7, At the same time¡ interest rates have declined

substantially almost everywhere, including, of course,

here. In the United States, 3-month interest rates have

almost halved from last summerts peaks, though real

interest rates remain high.

8. Looking ahead, 1983 should see recovery in the

major economies gathering pace as the year goes on. This

should be accompanied by a recovery of world trade.

9. Even so, we cannot expect a year of trouble-free

progress. Transition from a period of high inflation is

bound to be uncomfortable, internationally as well as

nationally. The process of adjustment by major debtor

countries has to be encouraged, and world recovery

nurtured and sustained.

10. There is a major task here for the international

financial institutions, which deserve - indeed require - our

full support. The need is not for blue-prints for new

institutions, but for firm, indeed increased, commitment

- political and financial - to the existing ones.



11. That is why as Chairman of the Interim Committee

of the International Monetary Fund, I decided this winter

to accelerate the process of agreement on an increase in

the resources available to the Fund for lending to

countries in difficulty. And why I pressed for a major

increase. The decisions reached in the Interim

Committee in February reguire ratification by national

Parliaments - including this House . But their effect

should be substantially to increase the usable resources at

the Fund's disposal; and I hope that the House will share

my view that this is a wholly welcome development.

IZ, The agenda for international discussion remains a

full one. Differences in performance by individual

industrial countries remain wide and create tensions

which are reflected in the foreign exchange markets. The

threat of protectionism, rvhich in the long run benefits no-

one, continues to grow. The ef forts of the US

Administration to cut back its daunting structural deficit

are crucial to the prospects for interest rates and future

inflation, and hence recovery prospectsr for us all.

13. It is sometimes suggested that countries which have

made most progress against inflation should speed the

recovery process by a resort to reflation. A paradox

indeed: and in truth nothing could be more dangerous for

recovery.



1,4. Lower inflation and lower interest rates are

themselves the right foundations for economic recovery, a

recovery which will be healthy and sustainable. The days

when Governments by spending more could guarantee to

boost activity are far behind us - as the RHM for Cardiff

(South-East) pointed out almost seven years ago. But

lower interest rates, and lower inflation reduce costs and

provide room and encouragement, within prudent fiscal

and monetary objectives, for greater real growth of

activity.

15. And the prospect now is for just such a recovery. It

wilt be gradual, but it should be steady, provided that

anti-inflationary gains are not thrown away. And the

international consensus is that they must not be thrown

avi¡ay.

16. This is the heart of the strategy agreed at last

year's Versailles Summit and recently reaffirmed by the

Interim Committee. Carrying it through will need

persistence and political will: but it is backed by a broad

measure of international commitment on which we hope

to build in a series of international meetings leading up to

the ïl¡illiamsburg Summit.
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BLOCK C: THE DOMESTIC ECONOMY

l. At home as abroad, the need is for steadiness and

resolve.

Z. Government spending is being restrained. The public

sector deficit, as a percentage of our domestic productr is

now one of the smallest in the industrialised world.

Monetary growth is towards the middle of the 8-1? per

cent target range. And inflation, at 5 per cent, is lower

than at any time since 1970.

3. Last year saw a surplus on our balance of payments

current account of some E4 billion. In 1983 too we now

expect a significant surplus. Total official external debt

now stands at around $12 billion, compared with

$22 billion when we took office, and is smaller in relation

to Britain's trade than at any time since the second Wor1d

War.

4. In our ou/n economy domestic demand has been

growing - at some 2-3 per cent a year in real terms -since

the spring of 1981. This is a considerably stronger growth

of demand than in most other industrial countries.

Indeed, in the industrial world as a whole demand has

tended to fall. With this weakness in overseas demand



and some further rise in our imports, total output in this

country increased last year by only I per cent. This year

we expect domestic demand to grow by over 3 per cent

and output to rise by some 2 per cent, this is likely to be

in line with, or a little faster than, the projected growth

in world output.

5. I have spoken so far of output in the whole economy.

For manufacturing industry too the prospects look better.

After a slight fall last year, the current evidence suggests

that a modest rise is likely over this year.

6. The 1* per cent rise in consumers' expenditure

between the third and fourth quarters of last year is

leading to improved output performance in the consumer

goods industries. Sizeable improvements have also been

recorded in the electrical engineering industry. And order

books and business confidence, in manufacturing industry

generally, are rising.

7. Other sectors too are showing clear signs of

improvement . The construction industry's orders and

output rose in the second half of 1982. Housing starts in

the three months to January rose by over 13 per cent on

the previous three months. And between the third and

fourth quarters of 1982 output in the retail sector

increased by 1 å per cent. This evidence of recovery

should be welcomed by all in this House.
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BLOCK D: IINEMPLOYMENT

I

1. Unemployment, however, remains in¡æråÐ high,

even although it has been rising more slowly than in 1980

or 1981. In many other countries it has recently been

rising faster than here; over the past year, for example,

it went up by 1.6 percen in the United States,

by 2.2 percentage points in Germany, and by nearly

4 percentage points in the Netherlands, as against €4-

1.4 percentage points here.

Z. [Defeating inflation is the key to lasting Írnd,

at the same time, to creating lasting that are not

simply dependent on Government One cannot

create stable growth - one only recreate inflation -

by going all out to crea obs, no matter how unreal the

jobs, and no matt what the cost to Government

borrowing or taxpayer. ]

3. Facing the fact that unemployment throughout the

Western world is likely to remain high for some timer we

have established a full range of programmes, designed to

help particularly those without jobs who are bearing the

sharpest pains of the long recession. These special

employment and training measures will next year bring

direct help to more than ó501000 people.

pom



4. There are four ways in which we now propose to

extend this help yet further.

5. In the first place, some 901000 men between the

ages of 60 and 65 now have to register at an

unemployment benefit office, if they wish to secure

contribution credits to protect their pension rights when

they reach 65. From April, they will no longer have to do

this. Even if those concerned subsequently take up

part-time or low-paid work, on earnings which fall below

the lower earning limit for contributions, their pension

entitlement will be fully safeguardéd.

6. Next, there are some 4Zr0A0 men over 60 who are

registered as unemployed and on supplementary benefitt

but who have to wait a year, or until they reach ó5'

before they qualify for the higher long-term rate of

benefit. From I June they will qualify for the higher rate

as soon as they come onto supplementary benefit. For

this purpose they will in effect be treated as if they had

already reached retirement age.

7. Then, the Job Release Scheme. As the House

knows, this Scheme allows men over 62 and vr'omen over

59 who so choose to retire earlyr and so to make room for

employing someone else who wants a job. I can now

announce a new scheme for part-time job release. It will

apply to the same categories of older people who are



I

I

willing to give up at least half their standard working

week so that someone else can be taken on for the

remaining half. The allowances will be paid at half the

full-time rate. The scheme will take effect from t

October and should provide part-time job opportunities

for up to 401000 more people who are at present

unemployed.

8. Fourth, enterprise allowances. These encourage

unemployed people to set up in business, by paying 840 a

week for their first year to offset their loss of

unemployment benefit. Pilot schemes were set up in five

local areas in January 1982. The response has been very

encouraging and there is already evidence that many of

the 21000 or so new businesses created under the scheme

are generating extra jobs. I can now announce that from

I August to end-March 1984 enterprise allowances will be

available throughout the country, within an overall cash

limit of 825 mitlion in 1983-84. Individual allowances will

run on for a full year, so that the scheme will cost a

further t29 million in the next financial year. The net

public expenditure cost is about two-thirds of this gross

cost. It should help some 251000 unemployed people to set

up in business. \4Ie shall be monitoring the scheme closely

and I hope it will show a continuing benefit to the

individuals and to the whole economy.



9. The gross cost of these four measures is estimated

at Ê55 million in 1983-84 and 8100 million in 1984-85.

The net public expenditure cost will be much less than

this - some Ê40 million in 1983-84 and 855 million in

1984-8s.

10. These nerñr measures will build on our earlier

employment and training initatives, notably the youth

Training Scheme, providing 12 months training to almost

half a míllion young people each year, and the Community

Programme, which is intended to provide socially useful

work for 130r000 of the long-term unemployed. In

1983-84 we shall be spending over t2 billion on the full

range of special employment and training measures.

11. Finally there is one other matter which has, I know,

been a cause of concern to Honourable Members on both

sides of the House. As the House will recall, the

November 1.980 uprating of unemployment benefit was

abated by 5 per cent. trVe said then that we would review

the position once the benefit was brought into tax. That

happened in July last year. As my rt hon Friend the

Secretary of State for Social Services said when the

House last considered the issue, the Government accepted

in principle the case for restoration of the abatement. It

is right now to redeem that pledge. In the uprating that

takes place in November this year the abatement of

unemployment benefit will be restored in fult.
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BLOCK E: INELATION

1. But it is not enough simply to mitigate the effects

of unemployment. It is our purpose as well to secure a

sustainable growth in job opportunities. So we must look

for a larger share of rising demand -demand that is rising

in Britain as well as overseas - to be translated into

British output and British jobs.

Z. Progress on inflation is crucial to the prospects of

higher output and lower unemployment. flation was on

a rising tiênd when we came to office. It peaked at some

ZZ per cent in 1980. The reduction since then has been

dramatic, with retail price inflation now d.own to 5 per

cent. The benefits of this transformation are felt

throughout the country; and it is widely recognised that

it results from the firmness and consistency of the

policies we have pursued. in the past four years.

3. We shall not change course. Downward pressure on
/we.''

inflation will be maintained. With the fe$,i*-++c
fì-*¿a4þt€^4d

exchange rate 'soy'n'e Check in our progress n€{F isL

unavoidable. In the fourth quarter of this year inflation in

retail prices may tempor be running at about 6 per

cent, a little above what it is now, but still substantially

below its level of a year ago. And it seems likely that the

ù¡l,t+l¡^t
,lr\-
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GDP deflator_ - which is_ a measuye of prices _acroqs tþe

whole economy -will show a continuing fall from 7 per

cent in 1982-83 to 5å per cent next year.

4. High inflation destroys savings, impairs efficiency

and undermines stability. So lower inflation is good in

itself. And it also underpins a return to lasting growth

and new jobs in this countryr as in the world economy as a

whole.

5. Lower inflation will lead to higher real demand and

output, provided we hold to the Ved.ium Term Financial

Strategy. Lower inflation helps consumer spendingr as

savers no longer have to put aside so much simply to

maintain the real value of their capital.

6. Lower inflation encourages higher spending by

companies, both on stocks and on investment. For lower

inflation contributes to lower interest rates, so improving

cash flow. And low inflation helps keep down other costs.

This is one reason why industrial profitabilityr though still

by historic standards very lowr has begun to rêcov€r¡

which should encourage new investment and the creation

of new jobs.

7. Lower inflation and interest rates also ease the

burden of mortgage interestr helpíng house buyers and in

turn house building.



8. Vl,rith lower inflation the cash programmes of the

public sector go further: they buy more in the way of

goods and services.

9, Lower inflation and interest rates have contributed

to the
Y-e/â'l

growth in 
¿demand 

in the British

economy over the past two years. Demand in overseas

markets has of course remained weak. Now that world

inflation is much lower the level of world demand too

should rise over the next year. With continued success

against inflation we should see a revival of markets

abroad as well as continued growth.of markets at home.

10. Low inflation here provides the right framework for

further progress in securing the improvement in Britain's

economic performance needed to reverse the long years

of relative decline. It will contribute to a climate of

stability in which markets can operate more efficiently;

and businesses can plan ahead with more confidence.

11. Finally, of course, inflation has long been the enemy

of good sense in pay bargaining and so too the enemy of

jobs. The understanding that Government will not finance

higher inflation, has done much - though still not enough -

to bring commonsense back into wage bargaining. The

way in which excessive pay increases destroy jobs is now

much more widely understood. So too is the case for

higher productivity, which over the last two years, has

improved in manufacturing industry by some 13 per cent.

airly



7¿. More moderate_ pay settlqments, combined witþ

improved productívity are two of the reasons why last

year, in a shrinking world market, British manufacturers

succeeded in enlarging their market share. There is some

way to go. Still lower pay settlements and still higher

productivity remain vital to our competitive position.

Provided they come through, British business is now

better placed than for many years to make inroads into

markets at home and overseas.

13. And provided we go on achieving success against

inflatÍon. Today's unemployment was fostered by long

years of high inflation. And by failure to tackle it soon

enough. And by failure to keep up the fight. We shall not

make those mistakes.

14, The trend of rising inflation that has appeared

irresistible in recent years has now been decisively

broken. lVe are now certain to be the first Government

for a quarter of a century to achieve a lower average

level of inflation than did its predecessor. In the next

Parliament it will be our purpose to do e'i¡en better.

4 ûúCr-,4^'
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BLOCK F: MONETARY POLICY

1. One weapon we shall certainly continue to use is

effective monetary policy. That monetary policy has a

key part to play in the fight against inflation is recognised

by the markets and by governments abroad; and it was, of

course, and rightlT sor a pillar of the last Government's

counter-inflation policy, however much they may deny it
now.

¿. In judging monetary conditions we look at the

measures of money supply and at other financial

indicators such as the exchange rate, real interest rates,

and of course at progress in red.ucing inflation itself. The

Red Book, - always an alluring document, but now in even

more readable format to match the Autumn Statement -

includes a full discussion of these matters. I shall

summarise it only briefly now.

3, Since the last Budget, financial conditions have

developed much as envisaged. In the year to February,

the growth of all three target aggregates was within the

target range of 8-12 per cent. Other financial indicators

also pointed to moderately restrictive monetary

conditíons. As in other industrial countries, real interest

rates remained high throughout the year.



4. But with the satisfactory development of financial

conditions and rapid progress in reducing inflation a

significant fall in interest rates was possible. By mid

November, short term rates had fallen to 9 per cent.

They subsequently moved up to around 11. per cent, but

they are still very substantially below the 16 per cent of

November 1981.

5. For most of the year the exchange rate was strong.

The weakening in November and December seemed mainly

to reflect external factors such as concern about oil

prices and sharp movements in the world's other major

currencies. Opposition statements and election

uncertainties may have also played a part in currency

movements, here and abroad.

6. But what is certain is that laxity in the

Government's financial policy played no part. On the

contrary, our monetary and fiscal objectives were

achieved. Provided we continue to meet them - and we

have every intention of doing so - our policies give no

reason to expect a lasting rise in inflatio¡ from the fall in

the exchange rate that has taken place.

7. The lower exchange rate will give industry an

opportunity to improve. its competitiveness; but only if

other costs are tightly restrained. I make no apology for

repeating that this means above all still greater

moderation in pay bargaining. 'trithout that, the fall in



the exchange rate would bring only a temporary

improvement to our competitive position. It would offer

no long-term help in providing a sustainable basis for the

improvement in output and empioyment that is now within

our grasp.

8. That is why I cannot emphasise too strongly our

view that devaluation brought about by monetary and

fiscal laxity and sought as a deliberate act of policy is

sheer folly. It would be a signal to the world of a

willingness to accommodate rising inflation - an inflation

that would. undoubtedly be fuellei by demands for higher

wages to offset its effects. Confidence would collapse.

And jobs would be destroyed.

9. That is not the way we intend to go. That is why, by

contrast, last year's Medium Term Financial Strategy

again set out a declining path for monetary growth in

future years. After growth of 8-12 per cent in 1982-83, a

target of 7-1L per cent was suggested for 1983-84. I

confirm now that the 1983-84 target will indeed be

7-11per cent. Once again it will apply to both broad and

narrow measures of money, though, as I said last year, M1

may for a time grow rather faster than indicated by the

range. Given the prospect for inflation this range gives

scope for a healthy rise in output.

10. The establishment of the Medium Term Financial

Strategy has been more than justified by its value as a



framework of fiscal and monetary discipline. Another

innovation has simÍlarly proved its worth: namely our

decision to diversify our funding policy.

11. We have made available indexed as well as

conventional assets. And \¡¡e have secured a larger

contribution from the personal sector in the form of

National Savings. I intend to continue this policy.

LZ. The Department for National Savings is close to

achieving this year's target of E3 bitlion. For the coming

year, I am again setting a targe{ of E3 billion. Nearly

EZ billion worth of indexed gilts have been issued over the

past year and it has been possible to dispense almost

completely with long term fixed interest stocks, which

has helped bring long rates down very nearly as much as

short rates. lttris

reopening of the corp te bond mar

the way towards a

ket. l
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BLOCK G: PIIBLIC SECTOR BORRO\IING

1. Control of money needs to be supported by firm

control of public sector borrowing. Otherwise the result

is to push up interest rates, and create strains that sooner

or later prove intolerable. Other countries understand

this. All too many have had to learn the hard way.

Z. A substantial reduction in the trend of public sector

borrowing over the medium term is a necessary part of

the process of reducing inflation. IVe have made good

progress. During the latter half of the 1970s, public

borrowing represented, on average, about 6 per cent of

Gross Domestic Product. In 1.975-76 the figure u¡as

nearly 10 per cent. By 1981-82 it had fallen to 3å per cent

of GDP.

3. For the year now ending I budgeted for a public

sector borrowing requirement of E9å billion. The outturn

is likely to be rather lower not least because oil revenues

have been very substantially larger than expected. The

latest estimate suggests an outturn of about E?å billion -

ot Zlo per cent of GDP. However, the year is not yet

over, and there are still large sums on the expenditure

side yet to be spent, and on the revenue side to be

collected. So this year's outturn figure is still subject to a

considerable margin of error.
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4. For 1983-84 last year's Budget Statement suggested

a PSBR of. 2l per cent of GDP as consistent with the

desired trend to lower borrowing. That is equivalent to

about EB billion at the level of money GDP now forecast.

In judging whether that figure is still appropriate, I have

taken account of developments over the past year, and of

the main uncertainties which now confront us, On

interest rate grounds, there is a clear case for continued

fiscal restraint. Interest rates, though lower than they

were, are still undesirably high both in nominal and in real

terms. The fact that the exchange rate has now moved to

a lower level eases the financial ptessures on companies.

At the same time it is important not to offset the easing

of fiscal and monetary condìtions that lower inflation

produces within the financial framework we have set.

5. I have also had to consider the implications of the

recent fall in oil prices and the continuing uncertainty

about future oil prices. In the last few weeks the price of

North Sea oil and the official term prices of OPEC crudes
4q4dl^a4 >

have both fallen. Thesy'falls are to be welcomed. It is

worth recalling that in 1979-80 the world price of oil rose

by more than 2å times, and that it was this sharp rise,

coming in the aftermath of the 1973 surger that triggered

off the deepest economic recession the world has

experienced since the war.

6. Of course a fall in the oil price reduces the value of

our own oil production. But oil accounts for only 5 per

rl Av/vl,S &'^'14"&
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cent of our National Income; and the health of a much

larger part of our national economy depends on the state

of the world economy. Lower oil prices and lower

inflation abroad means lower prices here. A more

prosperous world will in time mean more output and jobs

in Britain.

7. But, on the strictly budgetary front, a further cut in

oil prices could affect the balance of revenue and

expenditure, and I have to take this into account. [Up

a point it would be right to let the public sector de t

absorb the effects of the lower prices at least a time.

Enhanced international demandr and costs at

home, should reduce corporate which should

make it possible to ate a larger PSBR without

upward pre interest rates or money supply.] It

would plainly be wrong, as well as impractical' to react to

every change in the oil market by changing taxes.

Nonetheless, if any further reduction in oil prices seemed

likety to compromise the success of our economic

strategy¡ I would be ready to take appropriate corrective

action.

8. Taking these factors into account, I have decided to

hold to the previous plan, and provide for a PSBR in

1983-84 of,Zte per cent of GDP, that is E8 billion.

9. Last autumn, f announced measures with a revenue

cost of some El bitlion in 1983-84. Most of this was



directed to reducing the burden on private industry and

commerce. It included a cut in the National Insurance

Surcharge.

10. After allowing for that, and for the other changes

announced in November, the latest forecasts suggest that

a borrowing requirement of [8 billion in 1983-84 permits

further real tax cuts with a cost to the PSBR of some

Ê1* billion. That is therefore the scale of my proposals

this afternoon.

11. The Red Book gives revénue and expenditure

projections for the period up to 1985-86. These allow for

a further reduction in public sector borrowing as a

percentage of GDP over the medium term. There isr of

course, no certainty about the precise figures. But they

show how lower borrowing can be combined with lower

taxes, and, reductions in inflation and. interest rates. As

was indeed illustrated by my last Budget, Iand its

practical effects.l
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BLOCK H: PIIBLIC EXPENDITUn¡

l. Central to the restraint of borrowing is the restraint

of public expenditure. And the key to effective control of

public expenditure is that finance must determine

expenditure, not expenditure finance.

Z. The House debated last week the public expenditure

\¡lhite Paper which set out our plans for the years to

1985-86. Public expenditure is being held within the

levels set in earlier plans. The ratio of public expenditure

to GDP has been reduced from 44t per cent in 1981-82 to

a planned 43å per cent in 1983-84. This ratio is the

measure of the burden which public expenditure places on

the rest of the economy, That burden is now being

reduced.

3. }r working to get and keep public spending down we

have been helped by another important institutional

innovation which we have introduced: cash planning.

Improved control of expenditure has been an essential

factor in making possible the tax reductions I am

announcing today.

4. I shall also be announcing additions to certain public

spending programmesi but they will all be met from the



Contingency Reserve;

total of expenditure.

and so will not add to the planned

5. lVe have also maintained a strict control over the

running costs of Government itself r in particulart

manpower. By the end of this month we shall have

reduced the numbers of the Civil Service to 652,000 - a

fall of 80,000 since lg7g. [This represents a saving this

year of almost 8600 million in the Civil Service pay bill.l

A further reduction to 630,000 by April 1984 is planned.

The target we set ourselves on taking office, and which

some thought unattainable, is thus now within reach' Civil

Service numbers will by next year be lower than at any

time since the War.
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BLOCK I: Socia1 Sec ir

I now turn to social security. This is much the

biggest síngle element in public expenditure - more

than one quart,er of the t,otal. About half of social

security expendit,ure is on benefits for pensioners.

2. The House will remember that t,he effect of last

yearrs uprating of social security benefits was an

over-provision of 2.7 pet cent. This happened

because inflation fell faster than expect'ed. In

effect, therefore, beneficiarÍes received an advance

payment of part of the increase due this year, and I

announced last autumn that there would accordingly

be an adjustment of this yearr s uprating. The effect

of the proposal I am about to make is that Part of

last yearrs over-provision will be allowed for in

this yearts uprating, and that part will be left withthe

beneficiaries.

3. To leave the whole of thÍs over-provision in

place would mean very substantial costs in future

years. These costs would have to be borne very

largely by contributors. Ever sínce the Beverid'ge

report, our system has been based on the contrj-butory

pri.nciple. And rightly so. For that principle

/requires
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requires us all to take account of the effect of

benefÍt increases on the working populat,ion, wfro:ipay

the contributions rand who have seen them increase

substantially over the years: indeed, onl1r last
November we had to announce further increases Ín

National Insurance contribution payments which

take place from next month..

4. As the House knows, since L976 upratings have

been based on what is known as the forecast method

of uprat,ing. fhat is, they are based on a forecast

made at. Budget tíme of what the rate of inflation

will be at the time the uprating takeç place in the

following November.

5. But thÍs method has not worked well. A forecast

is necessarily uncertain. Increases can therefore

be larger or smaller than intended. There have been

years when prices have been under-estimatedr â$ ín

1981 - when a 2 per cent under-provision was made

good. t,he following year and, oth.ers such as 1980 and

L982 when there has been over-provision. (-The 1980

over-provision was of course corrected in full. )

And in every case there has necessarily been a yearts

delay before tt¡-e error of the previous year could be

put ríght.

/rlne
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6. The system of trying to forecast inflation

is a fragile basis for calculations of such

ímportance to millions of our fellow citizens.

There have therefore been suggestions from pensioners'

organÍsat,ions t,hat we should restore the more certain

system that prevai.led until the party opposite withdrew

it, in order to make savings, in 1976. Thís is the

system by whích benefit upratings are calculated on

what has actually happened to prices rather than on

what, might happen in future if we got our forecasts

right, I have decided to accede to this advj-ce.

7. From this November, therefore, we shall return

to the historicr or actual, method,. The necessary

legislation will be introduced Ímmed.iately.

8. The uprating this November will be based on the

rise in prices in twelve months to May of this year.

That figure will be announced on 17 June. We have

chosen May because it is the latest month we can use

as the basis of Lhe calculation and still make sure

t.hat all recipients get their increase in November.

9. The uprating will be based, on whatever the May

figure turns out to be. At thÍs stage, of course,

I cannot say exactly what that fígure will be.

/gut it seems
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But it seems likely to be in the region of 4 per cent.

It is therefore likely that benefits will be increased

by significantly more than would have been the case

had the o1d system been retained. - wÍth an adjustment

made to take full account of the amount of last yearls

over-provisÍon. LÍnked public service pensions

wíIl be raísed Ín November by the same percentage.

For unemployment benefÍt the increase wíll be in

addition to the restorat,ion of the 5 per cenL abatement

which I have already mentioned.

10. Bet$/een the November upratings of 1978 and 1983

prices are líke1y to have risen by some /61 per ceny,/

and, pensions by some /12 per cen!7. our pledge to

maj.ntaj-n the value of the pension over the lifetime

of this Parliament will thus have been more than

fulfilled.
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BLOCK J: CHILD BENEFTT

1. The social security provision which is most

important to working families particularly those with low

incomes, is Child Benefit. It plays an important part in

easing the unemployment trap and so in our strategy of

improving incentives for everyone.

Z. For this reason I am glad to be able to tell the

House that from November 1983' the rate will be

increased from 85.85 to Ê6.50. One parent benefit will be

correspondingly increased to 84.05. On the basis of our

inflation forecast, both benefits will be worth more than

ever before. I know that the House will welcome this

very warmly.
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BLOCK K: OTHER BENEI|ITS, AND CHARITIES

1. I have described the help we plan to give to the

unemployed, to working families and to one parent

families. This Government also gives special priority to

help for the sick and disabled, and for widows. I am

proposing further measures to increase that help.

2. In my first Budget I exempted. from tax war widow's

pensions and widow's child dependency allowances. In

1980 I introduced a bereavement allowance to benefit

widows in the tax year of their husband's death. However,

because their income in that year is already covered by

other allowances, many newly widowed women receive no

financial benefit from that allowance. Accordingly, it

will now be extended to cover the year after the husbandfs

death as well, at a cost of some 130 million in a full year.

This change will more than double the number of widows

benefiting from the bereavement allowance.

3. 'üe also intend to provide significant new help for

about 55,000 invalidity pensioners. Until now this

vulnerable section of our society has, through the

so-called "invalidity trapn, been excluded from receiving

the long term rate of supplementary benefit. I announced



earlier that the unemployed over ó0 will now be entitled

to the long term rate. We are extending that to the sick

and disabled over 60. In addition I am glad to be able to

tell the House that we also intend to amend the

regulations so that people under 60 who have been on

incapacity benefits for a year will qualify for the long

term rate. This will get rid of the so-called invalidity

trap. And quite right too. There will also be an increase

from Ê20 to 822.50 in the amount which disabled and

chronically sick people can earn before their benefit is

reduced.

4. While we need to ensure that social security

benefits go to those most in need, f am concerned that we

should not discourage people from saving. We shall

therefore increase from [21500 to Ê31000 the limit above

which savings disqualify people for supplementary benefit.

There will be an additional disregard of [1500 for the

surrender value of life assurance policies. And we shall

also increase to 8500 the corresponding limit for single

payments of supplementary benefits to help with

exceptional expenditure.

5. tvVe also propose to replace the vehicle scheme for

war pensioners with a cash allowance at a rate which will

continue their traditional preference over civilian

benefits.



ó. These measuresr taken together with the increase in

child benefit and one parent benefit and the ending of the

abatement of unemployment benefit, add [101 million to

the social security programme in 1983-84 and

828ó million in 1984-85. That comes on top of the cost of

the extension of the long term rate of supplementary

benefit to the over 60s to which I refened earlier.

7. But caring means more than cash. Many of the key

needsl for example, of the elderlyi are met by voluntary

groups and charities. If they are to do all they canr we

must help the helPers.

8. Once again we have been pressed to reimburse

charities for VAT on their taxable purchases. But,

however exhaustively and sympathetically we examine

this proposal, the difficulties remain and cannot be swept

aside. I have of course been able in previous years to

extend vAT reliefs for the disabled and charities servicing

them. But a VAT refund scheme would be expensive to

operate and indiscriminate in its effects, benefiting not

only those charities who do valuable work in the

community but also - and sometimes disproportionately so

- many other bodies with very limited or controversial

aims which do not command pubtic support. So, as beforet

I have been forced to conclude that we are right to

channel our help in other ways.



9. And we do intend to give charities all the help we

can. In 1980 I introduced substantial new tax relief for

covenanted donations to charities, by allowing relief

against higher rates of income tax up to a ceiling of

831000 a year; and last year I increased. the limit on

exemption from capital transfer tax for gifts made within

a year of death from [200,000 to EZ50'00O. I propose now

to carry these 2 measures further by raising to l5r000 the

ceiling on higher rate relief for gifts mad,e by deed of

covenant and by abolishing the ceiling on exemptíon from

capital transfer tax for charitable. bequests. Aü outrÍght

gifts and bequests to charities will now be entirely free

from CTT.

10. I have had representations about the position of

companies who would like to second their staff with pay,

to charities. At present the employee's salary is not

allowable for tax because it is not an expense incuned by

the company wholly and exclusively for the purpose of its

business. For normal business expenses we must continue

to stick to that general principle. But I am satísfied that

it is right to make an exception in this limited. case, so

that the tax rules do not hinder valuable gifts of skills and

experience. Companies which lend staff to work for

charities and continue to pay their salaries will now be

able to treat the cost as an allowable expense for tax

purposes.
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BLOCK k IIOME OWNERSTilP, HOI'SING AND CONSTRITCTION

1. I come now to housing and the construction industry.

The whole House is, I know, anxious to see more done in

this direction. Within the public expenditure plans there

is provision for expenditure on construction in 1983-84 of

over [10 billion, a 10 per cent increase on the previous

year's expected outturn. \4/e want this money used for

the purpose for which it is intendeil. To help with this we

shall be making certain changes in the rules.

Z. One of our highest priorities has always been the

extension of home-ownership. This Government has done

more than any other to encourage this. Since we came to

office at*ost å million public sector tenants have bought

their homes; and the fall in mortgage rates over the past

year has made it easier for first time buyers to meet the

costs of a mortgage.

3. But it is now clear that the 825,000 limit on

mortgage interest tax relief is beginning to hinder a

growing number of families who want to buy their first

home. I have therefore decided to increase the limit to

[30,000. This will cost some Ê50 million in 1983-84: it

will help potential homeowners and the construction

industry alike. At the same time I intend to remove an



anomaly whereby a borrower may get tax relief in excess

of the ceiling for both an ordinary mortgage and an

interest free loan from his employer.

4. I also propose to extend mortgage interest relief of

the kind already enjoyed by many employees, whose duties

prevent them living in their own homes¡ to self employed

people, líke tenant farmers and tenant licensees, who

have a contractual requirement to live in accommodation

provided for them but who are also buying their own

homes. This will be accompanied by a similar extension

of the capital gains tax relief âpptying to a private

residence.

5. [Let me explain that I am not, by this relief to

tenant licensees, widening the scope of Government

policy to transfer public housing to private ownership.

Some Public Houses have their attractions. My aim is

simply to help tenant inn-keepers buying their own homes

elsewhere. ]

ó. We want to help people not only to own their own

homes but also to keep them in good repair. Last year I

announced a major attack on disrepair by increasing the

rates of repairs grant. This has proved very successful

indeed. Expenditure in 1982-83 will be twice that in

1981-82 and a further increase is expected this year.



7. ïVe have already g.nnou:rcgd that the higher rates are

to continue until the end of 1983-84. And local

authorities have already been told they may spend without

limit on all improvement grants next year' To ensure that

we get the greatest impact from this initiativer the limits

on expenditure eligible for grant will be increased by

20 per cent.

8. Our main aim, of courser is to help people to help

themselves. But there are some areasr particularly in the

fnner Cities, where decay in the private housing stock is

so bad that concerted, action i" needed. \4te are

encouraging local authorities to tackle such areas by the

process known as enveloping - where the authority repairs

the external fabric of whole terraces or streets of houses

on behalf of the o\Ã¡ners. This has proved a cost-effective

way of improving an arear and we will be allowing local

authorities to undertake additional expenditure in 1983-84

on :rny approved enveloping scheme.

9. These two measures are likely to lead to additional

expenditure of some Ê60 million in 1983-84. In addition

my RHF the Secretary of State for the Environment is

today announcing further measures to encourage local

authorities to make full use of the resources available to

them for capital investment.

10. I myself can €ulnounce three further steps to help

the construction industry.



11. First, in 1981 I introduced a scheme to defer

Development Land rax on developments for the owners'

own use. The scheme, which is due to end in April 7994,

has proved valuable. I propose, therefore, to extend it to

April 1986, at a cost of E4 million in a full year.

12. Secondly, stock relief will from today be available

for houses accepted by builders in part exchange on the

sale of a new house for the personal use of an individual

or his family. This reflects current developments in the

industry and will cost [5 million in a full year.

13. Third, I propose to increase from l0 per cent to

25 per cent the proportion of office space in buildings

qualifying for the industrial buildings allowance - an

allowance which I increased in 1981. The cost will be

about Ê25 million in a full year.

74. Coming on top of measures in my last three Budgets

providing help worth some Ê350 mi[ion including

substantial relief on Stamp Duty - the effect of the new

measures I have announced should give a substantial boost

to the construction industry. Some of them, on their own,

might seem small beer, though not to inn-keepers.
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BLOCK M: INDIRECT TAXES

1. ltlhich brings me, of courser to the excise duties and

other indirect taxes.

Z. I propose no change in the present rate of VAT.

3. In successive Budgets I have sought to establish the

sensible presumption that the excise duties should be

adjusted broadly in line with the movement of prices from

one year to the next. This is essential if we are to

maintain the right balance between direct and indirect

taxes.

4. This year too I intend to follow the same approach.

But our success in reducing inflation means that the

increases I shall be announcing will be much smaller than

in recent years. The additional revenue I shall be seeking

from duty changes this year is about half of the

comparable figure in 1980 and 1982 and about a quarter of

that in 1981.

5. I start with the duties on alcoholic drinks. I

propose to increase the duties from midnight tonight by

amounts which represent, including VATr about 25 pence

on a bottle of spirits, 5 pence on a bottle of table winer 7



pence on a bottle of sherry and one penny on the price of

a typical pint of beer. On cider, which is increasingly

competing with beer, I propose a similar increase of one

penny a pint.

6. As for tobacco, I propose to increase the duty by the

equivalent, including VAT, of 3 pence on the price of a

packet of Z0 cigarettes. There will be consequential

increases for cigars and hand-rolling tobacco, but no

increase for pipe tobacco which is of particular interest

to pensioners. These changes will take effect from

midnight, Thursday.

7. Next, the oil duties. I am conscious of the concern

felt by a number of my hon Friends about the effects of

increases in the duties on petrol and derv. But at a time

when world oil prices are falling it would not be right to

allow the real value of the duties to be eroded

significantly. I propose therefore to increase the duty on

petrol by about 4p a gallon including VAT. In the case of

derv I propose an increase, including VAT¡ of about 3p a

gallon. These changes will take effect for oil delivered

from refineries and warehouses from 6 pm tonight.

8. As in the last two years, I propose no change in the

rate of duty on heavy fuel oil. The real burden of this

duty will thus have been reduced since 1980 by some

Z0 per cent. This will be of considerable continuing



assistance to industryr sir¡ce it wi! help to_ hold down its

energy costs.

9. I also propose a number of changes in the rates of

vehicle excise duty. For cars and light vans the duty will

be increased by E5¡ from 880 to 885. On goods vehicles,

the new duty structure introduced last year allows me to

spread the burden more fairly. In order to bring the rates

of duty more nearly into line with the costs the various

categories of lorry impose on the road system I propose to

increase the duty on some 1901000 heavy vehicles. This

means that I shall, on the same lines, be able to reduce by

approximately 10 per cent the rates of duty on some

3151000 lighter commercial vehicles. These changes will

take effect from tomonow.

10. The total effect of all the changes in excise duties

will be to raise additional revenue of some 1600 million a

year. But let me emphasise again that this implies

virtually no change in the real burden of indirect taxes in

1983-84. The immediate effect will be to add about

0.4 per cent to the overall level of prices. This hasr of

course, been fully taken into account in the price

forecasts which I have given to the House.
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BLOCK N: NORTH SEA OIL REGIME

1. I come now to North Sea tax. The development of

the North Sea is an achievement of private enterprise and

the result of a huge co-operative effort involving

hundreds of companies and thousands of people. We want

this to continue, despite changes in oilfield economics.

Tax is not the only factor. Steps taken by the industry to

cut costs, and the future level of oil pricesr will be at

least as important. But the fiscal regime must adapt as

well.

Z. I am therefore proposing a substantially more

favourable regime to assist the companies as they move

on to develop new fields¡ together with a package of

relief on current fields to help finance new activity which

will be worth more than t800 million over the next 4

years, starting with 8115 million in 1983-84.

3. To encourage further exploration and appraisalr I

propose immediate relief against Petroleum Revenue Tax

for expenditure incurred after today in searching for oil

and appraising discovered reserves.

4, For future fields I propose two important new

incentives. First¡ the oil allowance will be doubled for



them. Second, my rt hon Friend the Secletarl of 
_State

for Energy will be taking steps to abolish royalties for

such fields. These changes will apply to future fields

where development consent has been given on or after

1 April 1982, with the exception of the relatively more

profitable Southern Basin and onshore fields. I am ready

to discuss with the industry whether there is a need to

extend these incentives to the Southern Basin fields, If I
were to be persuaded of the need, any extension would be

backdated to development consents issued after today.

5. Most existing fields make good profits. But to

improve current cash flow, I have decided progressively to

phase out Advance Petroleum Revenue Tax. As a start,

the 20 per cent rate will be reduced to 15 per cent from

1 July, and APRT will disappear completely by the end. of

1986.

6. An Inland Revenue press release will give further

details, and also describe other proposed changes in oil

taxation. They include, following the Consultative

Document published last May, proposals.on pRT reliefs

for expenditure on shared assets such as pipelines, and for

charging related receipts. The proposals will give

significant additional relief on expenditure and will

exempt tariffs on half a million tonnes of oil a year from

each field using a pipeline. This will encourage the shared

use of these assets.

7. I believe that my proposals will provide the industry

with the right fiscal incentives for the further successful

development of the country's North Sea resources.
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BLOCK O: BIISINESS - NIS, CT, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

1. From one key industry I turn now to business and

industry as a whole. Our living standards and jobs depend

on our ability to sell and compete, producing the right

goods and services at the right time and the right price.

The main responsibility for achieving this lies with

industry and commerce. But Government can help by

reducing the burdens it places on business.

?,. These can be twofold. High inflation and excessive

public borrowing has in the past kept interest rates and

business costs higher than they need have been. We have

made progress on putting that right. But Government also

imposes direct burdens on busines", 
TU 

here too we have

acted to help cut costs. I have given high priority to

reducing the National Insurance Surcharge (NIS), the tax

on jobs first introduced and then increased by our Labour

predecessors.

3. [I suppose that, to be scrupulously fair, I ought in

fact to point out that NIS - or at least its increase - was a

child of the Lib/Lab pact of, 7977. A child of unmarried

parents, in short - so frm not sure what I should calt it.

What is clear is that, though there have since been some

changes of partners, none of the parties on the benches

opposite can deny responsibility for it.]



4. In last year's Budget I cut NIS from 3 å per cent to

Zå per cent. In November I announced that, for 1983-84,

the rate would be further cut to 1å per cent. On top of

this I made special arrangements to enable half of that

cut of 1 per cent to be brought forward into 1982-83.

5. I now propose that the rate be reduced from 1 å per

cent to 1 per cent from August 1983. As beforer the

benefits will be confined to the private sector. This cut is

worth another lZ15 million in 1983-84 and nearly

t400 million in a full year.

6. The surcharge was 3 å per cent when this

government took office. We are now well on the way to

abolishing it. The reduction from 3* per cent to one per

cent will be worth nearly Ê2 billion to private business in

a full year.

7. On Corporation Tax, a Green Paper was issued over

a year ago. I am grateful for the many thoughtful

responses. They raise a rvide range of issues which we

have examined carefully. But there is one impression that

stands out.

8. This is the overwhelming desire on the part of

industry for st¿tbility in the Corporation Tax regime. I

recognise the force in this. Change is not costless. I have

therefore concluded that there should be no change in the

broad structure of the present arrangements. As regards



the taxation of inflationary profits, I await the outcome

of the accountancy profession's further considerations.

9. There are however some useful changes on which I

can make a start today.

10. At present, advance corporation tax can be carried

back two years to be set against corporation tax. I

propose to extend this over a period to six years. I also

propose that the incidental business costs of issuing

acceptance credits and of issuing eertain convertible loan

stocks should be allowable e*p.rrses for corporation tax

purposes. There are other areas where we need to make

progress, including the tax treatment of groups and

capital allowances for the mineral extraction industries. I

am authorising the Inland Revenue to look further at

these issues, and to consult on them where necessary.

11. On the taxation of international business, I have

considered carefully the responses to the latest round of

consultation. I have decided not to proceed this year with

measures concerning company residence and upstream

loans. Both need further consideration.

1.2. On tax havens, however, I propose to move clauses

which take account of the recent consultations. These

will not come into effect until April 1984.



13. Thís change should be considered alongside one

other proposal that flows from the Corporation Tax Green

Paper. At present credit for foreign tax on overseas

income is only allowed against such part of a company's

corporation tax liability as remains after deduction of

ACT. As a result of representations received in response

to the Green Paper, I propose that from April 1984 this

double tax relief should be allowed against the full

corporation tax liability before ACT is deducted.

74. As I have said, my proposals on tax havens and on

ACT and double tax relief have to be seen together.

Between them they will not involve any increase in the

total burden of tax on international business. But they do

mean a srvitch in the tax burden away from those who

remit profits home and towards those who accumulate

surplus cash balances in tax havens overseas. I am sure

the House will agree that this is right.

15. To turn to a different area, f announce each year

the future scale rates for measuring the benefits from

company cars. Recent increases have been at a rate of

20 per cent, but the levels still fall short of any objective

measure of the true benefit. This year I am proposing

further increases with effect from April 1984i but they

will be held to about 15 per cent. The same increase will

apply to the new car fuel scales which come into

operation next month.



16. I have also decÍded to legislate to bring into tax the

benefit from scholarships provided by employers for the

children of their higher paid employees. There will be a

transitional exemption to ensure that parents will not be

taxed on awards made before today.

77. I propose too to remove an anomaly by which some

people have their tax bills artificially reduced because

their employers do not account for PAYE at the right

time and then pay over too little. I also propose with

effect from April 1984 to increase substantially the tax

measure of the benefit gained by ¿rn employee who

occupies rent-free or at a very low rent more expensive

accommodation owned. by his employer.

18. The House will be avrare of instances of tax

avoidance through the exploitation of group relief, and

through the exploitatÍon of so-called second hand bonds. I

propose legislation to deal with these abuses and also to

improve the arrangements for collecting DLT on disposals

by non-residents.

19. And now a word about banks. I said last year that

we would be giving further thought to the problem of how

best to ensure a sufficient contribution to tax revenues by

the banking sector. I have examined. the position with

great care {and have concluded that it would not be

sensible g to take action which might weaken the

Banks. There will therefore be] ffi



satis . But the

conel"usions to which thís m ight normalþ-have - led-ha-v'e- -t"o
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tightening this year of the tax regime for banks.

20. Finatly for the company sectorr I propose some

changes that will bring real help to smatt companies. At

present the small companies rate of corporation tax is

40 per cent and applies to taxable profits up to t90r000.

The 52 per cent rate is payable at Ê2251000. Between

these two figures, profits are subject to a marginal rate

of ó0 per cent. I propose to reduce the 40 per cent ratç

to 38 per cent¡ to raise the lower limit of Ê901000 to

t100'000 and to raise the upper limit from 82251000 to

8500,000.

27. When this Government came into of fice the

marginal rate stood at just over ó6 per cent. The changes

that I am proposing today will bring it down to 55å per

cent - only a littte above the main 52 per cent rate.

These changes will concentrate the help that I can give on

the many small and medium-sized enterprises with

taxable profits of up to [] million.



ZZ, The cost of these Corporation Tax changes for

smaller companies will be 840 million in 1983-84 and

Ê70 million in a full year.
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BLOCK P: ENTERPRISE

1. Small and medium sized enterprises are indeed a

major source of new wealth for the nation and, above all¡

of new jobs. I shall, therefore, propose today a series of

measures which will foster their growthr greatly

extending the measures I have already introduced, and

whose results are already evident. Britain is now said to

offer a more attractive tax environment than Germany

for venture capital and for the micro-electronics

revolution. This was not so five years ago.

2. I now propose further action in a number of areas.

3. I want more people to share in the ownership of the

companies for which they work. It is both a good

incentive and a good way for people to build up a capital

stake. The measures so far introduced have already

brought us to the position where about a quarter of a

million employees receive shares each year.

4. We must do better still. I want to make the

Employee Profit Sharing Scheme more attractive and

more flexible, while still open to all employees. I

therefore propose that companies may give shares each

year to employees to the value of 81250, or to the value



of 10 per cent of their earnings, up to q. maximum of

Ê5000. This new freedom will provide still further

encouragement to management, upon whom so much

depends.

5. Share options for senior managers also provide an

important incentive. Last year I introduced arrangements

to spread the income tax burden that can arise when an

option is exercised. I propose this year to increase the

instalment period from three years to five years.

6. Save As You Earn linked share option schemes

already cover over 1001000 employees. The monthly limit

on contributions with tax relief now stands at 850. In

order to encourage further growth I propose increasing it

to 875. The total cost of all these share incentive

measures will be 120 million in 1983-84 and some

135 million in a full year.

7. I also want to ease the dif ficulties when the

employees of a company seek to buy the business for

which they work. The transformation that followed the

employee buy out of the National Freight Company shows

how valuable this can be. I:: order to help those who

borrowed to take part in this buy-outr and to encourage

similar success I propose that where an employee

controlled company is being set up the employees should

benefit from interest relief on loans they take out to buy

shares in it.



8. Capital taxes can suffocate enterprise. Last year

we took the major step of indexing capital gains. It is

clearly appropriate to provide a period of stability to let

the new structure settle in. We have already announced

that administrative measures will be introduced to help

large institutional investors. I now propose that, as the

legislation provides, the annual exempt amounts for

individuals and for trustees should be increased in line

with inflation. The small gifts exemption, which is now of

Iittle practical significance, will be withdrawn. And I

propose to increase to [20,000 the limits on the relief for

small part disposals of land and for räsidential letting.

9, I propose to double the present retirement relief,

raising it to 9100r000. This will further encourage

entrepreneurs to keep money in their business where it

can work to best effect. There 
-are, 

however, features of

this relief which are unsatisfactory, and I am therefore

authorising the Inland Revenue to consult about these

wider aspects over a longer timescale.

10. The cost of all these CGT measures will be

815 million in a full year. There will be no cost in

1983-84,

11. On capital transfer tax, I propose to increase the

threshold and rate bands broadly in line with indexation.

As a result the threshold will rise from Ê55,000 to

Ê60,000.



12. I am particularly concerned that the prospect of

capital transfer tax may still discourage those who are

contemplating investing capital in small businesses. It

may also be one of the factors reducing the number of

farms available for letting. I therefore propose to

increase relief for minority shareholders in unquoted

companies and for let agricultural land from 20 per cent

to 30 per cent.

13. The cost of these changes in capital transfer tax

will be 820 million in 1983-84 anrl 855 million in a full

year. Other minor changes to CTT 
""¿ 

CCf are set out in

Inland Revenue press notices.

14, I propose two other measures to help small firms.

The VAT registration threshotd wilt be increased with

effect from midnight tonight from [1.?,000 to 818,000, at

a cost of t5 million in a full year.

15. And I propose to increase from Ê200 to E1,000 the

de minimis limit for assessment of investment income

apportioned to the members of a close coinpany.

16. Now, innovation and technology. I have already

announced an increase in the proportion of office space in

buildings qualifying for the industrial buildings allowance.

This additional flexibility will be of particular value in the

high technology industries, which often need relatively

large amounts of space for design and computer based



activities. It will cost about 825 million in a full year.

On the tax side I also propose to extend the 100 per cent

first year allowance for rented teletext receivers until

May 1984, and for British films until March 1987. The

cost of these two measures will be 830 million in a full

year.

17. On the public expenditure side, I propose a range of

measures for the encouragement of industry and

enterprise worth t185 million over the next three years.

18. The West Midlands have been particularly hard-hit

by the current recession. Small engineering firms are

even more important in that region than in other parts of

the economy. They need help to modernise and re-build

their strength. I propose, therefore, to make available an

extra Ê100 million over the ngxt 3 years to enable my

RHF the Secretary of State for Industry to re-open the

Small Engineering Firms Investment Scheme.

19. The Scheme is already a proven successs 1750

applications were received last year and more than 1400

offers of assistance have been made. It is open to

qualifying firms in any area; but, as one would expect, a

high proportion of the first allocation went to firms in the

West Midlands. The new, and much larger, allocation will

I hope be of substantial further help to the region, as well

as to small engineering firms generally.



20. In the field of information technology, further

assistance will be available to enable firms to evaluate

the benefits of computer aids for production management,

and for the development of innovative software products.

27. At the moment grants are available for research and

development but there is no special facility for

encouraging the marketing and investment stages of the

innovation process. To fill this gap a new scheme will be

introduced, which will be of special value to small and

m edium -sized companies.

ZZ, There will also be an increase in expenditure on

Department of Industry's manufacturing & design advisory

services. These provide small firms with a free

introduction to private sector consultancy services, and

have proved highly successful._

23. My Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for

Industry may have an opportunity, at a later stage in this

debate, to describe these measures in more detail. Taken

together with measures previously announced, they will

mean that government assistance on new technology and

innovation will have doubled since the Government took

office.

24. Last year I extended the small workshop scheme by

two years for very small industrial units. The scheme is

proving very effective in promoting the provision of



premises for new businesses. This year I want to

encourage the conversion of more old buildings into

thriving workshops: I propose to allow all such units in a

single converted building to qualify for 100 per cent first

year allowances if on average they meet the size

requirements.

25. Now I come to the important matter of finance for

business, on which I have major improvements to propose.

26. Compaaies and monetary policy alike woultl both

benefit from a revival of the corporate bond market.

Lower long term interest rates are the key to this. But

there are also a number of ways of giving companies

greater flexibility in the nature and timing of the bonds

they issue.

27. A consultative document on deep discount stock was

issued on L2 January. It set out a range of options,

including an accruals basis of taxation as in the United

States. I am grateful to those who responded.

28. There was considerable support for an arrangement
,4 WW

/ Iunder 
which the borrower would get relief on anlicruals

basis while the investor would only pay tax at redemption

or on sale. I propose to legislate to this effect.

29. Companies will still be able to issue conventional or

indexed bonds. My proposal will extend the range of



options. In addition, the Bank of England's management

of the new issues queue will continue to give companies

flexibility in coming to the markets of the kind the recent

introduction of shelf registration has provided in the

United States.

30. I also propose certain reliefs to enable companies to

issue Eurobonds in this country and to ensure that full tax

relief is available for discounts paid on acceptance

credits.

31. We will be issuing on Zl March a consultative

document on the possibilities for streamlining stamp duty.

32. The Loan Guarantee Scheme is another important

innovation. My Hon Friend the Parliamentary Under-

Secretary of State for Industry has conducted a thorough

review of the scheme with the hetp of outside consultants.

He will be making a full statement tomorrow. It is clear

that the scheme has usefully encouraged lending to the

small firms sector. Nearly [300 million has been lent to

some 91000 companies, about half of them new businesses.

As a resultr the scheme is now close to its present ceiling

of 8300 million. This ceiling will therefore be raised to

8600 million to enable the scheme to run its full three

year course to May 1984, and we may need to seek the

House's approval for an increase in the statutory limit for

this purpose.



33. On 3 March I informed the House about the

publication of the report of the working party on

freeports, under the Chairmanship of my hon friend, the

Economic Secretary to the Treasury. I can now tell the

House that the Government accepts the report and will

implement its recommendations. Legislation will

therefore be introduced in the Finance Bill to enable

selected freeport sites to be designated.

34. Freeports are a new trading concept for the United

Kingdom and I regard it as essential to make a careful

test of the facilities they offer. As the report

recommended, therefore, the first step is to establish

freeports on an experimental basis in two or three

locations. Widspread consultation will be needed before

the sites are chosen

35. Last, but far from least, the Business Start-up

cheme. This scheme, announced in my 1981 Budget

Statement¡ offers uniquely generous tax incentives to

outside investors in small companies. It is not bettered

anywhere in the world. But I now intend to better it.

36. When I introduced the scheme I thought it right to

give priority to investment in business start-ups, where

there is often greatest difficulty in raising outside equity

finance.



37. I now propose a major extension of the scheme. It

was due to end in April 1984. The life of the new,

extended scheme will run to April 1987. From ó April the

coverage will be greatly widened, to include not only new

companies, but all qualifying established unquoted trading

companies as well. I propose also to double the allowable

maximum investment in any year from EZ0r000 to

Ê401000. A number of other changes will be made to

improve the scheme. In particular the 50 per cent limit

on qualifying shares will be dropped. The cost of these

changes is difficult to estimate, but could be [75 million

in a full year.

38. These proposals will transform the position of

unquoted trading companies seeking outside equity. It is a

further move towards removing the bias in the tax system

against the personal shareholder, and is another measure

in this Budget that wilt encourage wider share ownership.

By concentrating help on those companies which do not

have ready access to outside capital the scheme will

assist many more small and medium companies to realise

their undoubted potential for growth. The new, extended

scheme will be known as the Business Expansion Scheme.

39. Our constant concern as a government has been to

improve the competitive environment for businesses and

people who work in them. These proposals mark a further

major step in that direction.



BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK Q: PEOPLE AND BUSINESSES

1. In judging the right balance to strike in this Budget I

have taken into account the measures I announced in the

Autumn which will directly reduce business costs. I have

also taken into account the lower level of the exchange

rate. As I said in my Budget Speech two years ago,

exchange rate changes alter the distribution of incomes

between companies and persons. A higher exchange rate

boosts personal spending pov,¡er, but it sgueezes the

profits of companies exposed to international

competition. Consequently, in my 1981 Budgetl personal

income tax thesholds remained unchanged in order in part

to be able to offer some help to companies

Z, The same considerations led me to direct over two

thirds of the real tax reductions in my 19BZ Budget

towards business and industry, in order to help cash flow

and rebuild profits. In this Budget too the measures I

have announced so far go largely in the same direction.

Taken together with the changes that I announced last

autumn, they will provide help for business and industry

that is worth more than Ê1t billion in a full year.

3. And that is only half the story. For, if business have

to pay the same share of total taxes in 1983-84 as it paid



in 1978-79, then it would be paying some t3 billion more

than is forecast for the coming year. But over the years I

have acted deliberately to lighten that load. And I have

done so in recognition of the case for helping business

which has been strongly, and rightly, argued in debate

after debate and from all quarters of this House. I don't

believe any hon member would suggest business and

industry can pay more tax.

4. But I have had to recoup that [3 billion. I have had

to do this against the need both to hold down borrowing -

not least to reduce business costs, and to finance public

expenditure. Although spending is now being restrained,

and will fall slowly, it is worth noting against that there

are few hon members who have not urged increases,

rather than cuts, upon the Government.

5. And this is the reason why the burden of tax on

people, under successive governments, has become so

intolerably high. The House must face this reality:

spending at current levels, which many regard as too low,

together with current levels of tax on business, which

many regard as too high, have brought successive

governments to a position where there has been no

alternative to high levels of tax on people.

6. Yet reductions in personal taxation themselves help

businesses and employment. Indeed, it is those who work

in business who mainly determine business success.



7. For years in Britain the tax system and the tax

burden have discouraged individual effort¡ commitment

and enterprise. By strengthening incentives through lower

personal taxes, Government can help increase the

commitment to business success at every level. Not least

because when the State takes less of what people earn,

there is less justification for excessive pay demands and

settlements. And of course cuts in personal tax provide a

vital stimulus for lasting growth and jobs. And of course

cuts in personal tax provide a vital stimulus for lasting

growth and jobs,

8. Happily, because of our success in controlling pubtic

spending, the choice is less stark now than in the past. I

am able to combine the significant measures of direct tax

relief to industry and enterprise which I have just

announced with a substantial measure of direct tax relief

to people.

9. Acknowledged unfairnesses and absurdities produced

by the overlap between tax and social security systems

give further compelling reasons to mové in that direction.

It makes no sense that people on low incomes should be

paying such large amounts of tax. And low tax thresholds

are of course an important part of the so-called poverty

and unemployment trap. These traps mean that some of

those out of work who could find a job, and some of those

in work who could find a better one, do not do so because

they would end up no better off, with all or more of their



increase in income taken in tax a¡d national insurance

contributions, or lost in benefits foregone.

10. This is a situation that demands reform. But those

who claim to have found a quick, cheap way to dispose of

the poverty and unemployment traps deceive themselves.

The problem has grown up almost entirely because

Governments for thirty years or more have increased

benefits in line with earnings, but raised personal tax

thresholds only in line with prices which have grown much

slowly over the years. [In 1950 a married man with two

children did not start paying tax on less than average

earnings. Today he reaches that point on little more than

a third of average earnings. And the switch to child

benefit accounts for only half of the change.l [In 1950

the tax threshold for a married man was about two thirds

of average earnings. Today it is barely more than one

third.l et the same time, to limit the rising burden of

the social security budget, means-testing has been applied

to a wide range of benefits.

11. A situation that has built up over thirty years

cannot be put right in one Budget or one Parliament.

These problems have arisen, moreover, not because

Government spends too little, but because successive

Governments have spent and taxed too much. The

substantial increase which I have proposed in Chitd

Benefit will improve work incentives for the low paid.

And several of the measures we have taken since 1979



l.+rl,

have reduced -the unemployment .trap. - But it is only by

limiting public spending and so making scope for higher

personal tax thresholds that vee can make a start on

tackling the problem at its roots, as f now propose.
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BUDGET SECRET

BLOCK R: PERSON.AL TAx

1. In 1979 I reduced the basic rate of income tax from

33 per cent to 30 per cent, and cut the top rates. That

tvl¡as one of the first¡ and most radical, of the many

changes that found a place in my first four Budgets. This

year u¡e can cut personal taxation again. But I do not

propose any further reductions in rates. For the reasons I

have just given it is thresholds and allowances that must

take priority.

Z. Two years ago, in order to curb inflation and allow

lower interest rates, income tax allowances were not

raised at all. That was a difficult decision, but necessary

in the circumstances. And it has since brought great

benefits. It was the firmness of that 1981 Budget, which

paved the way towards the lower inflation and lower

interest rates, which today offer the prospect of lasting

economic recovery.

3. It is right that the benefit of the sacrifices of 1981

should be enjoyed now by those who made them then.

4. Last year I increased tax thresholds and bands by

14 per cent. That was Z per cent more than the amount

necessary to compensate for inflation. This year I aiso

propose a similar increase - not ? per cent over inflation,



but 14 per cent in all. And because inflation is so much

lower that now represents a real increase of not 2 per

cent, but 8å per cent.

5. My proposal means that income tax thresholds

should be increased for the single person from [1565 to

91785 and, for the married person f¡om 82445 to 82795.

The additional personal allowance paid to single parents,

and the widowsr bereavement allowance, will be increased

in consequence from 9880 to 81010. Correspondíng

increases will be made in the age.allowance, the higher

rate thresholds and bands and the threshold for the

investment income surcharge.

6. Effect will be given to these changes under PAYE as

from the first pay day after 10 May. For a manied man

on the basic rate they will be worth EZ a week. The cost

to the PSBR, above indexation, will be over El billion

which is accommodated within plans for a PSBR of

E8 billion next year. Including indexation, the total

revenue foregone will amount to some Ê2 billion in

1983-84 and tZt billion in a full year. Some 1å million

fewer people will pay tax in 1983-84 than if thresholds

had remained at their present levels.

7. This is entirely right, and will be widely welcomed.
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL

BLOCK S¡ GONCLUSION

1. At the start of my speech I referred to the

objectives this Government adopted in 1979r to which we

have held, and still hold. Lack of continuity and

consistency of policy has contributed substantially to

Britain's post-war history of economic difficulty and

rising unemployment. That continuity and consistency has

now been provided.

Z, It has created, and will continue to create, the

foundation for sustainable recovery.

3. Sound policies are fully consistent with real

reductions in taxation, as last year's Budget, and today's

demonstrates. Indeed such reductions flow precisely from

such policies; without such policies they would not be

possible, or sustainable.

4. Provided the country continues to recognise the

need for sound policies - provided it continues to resist

irresponsible prescriptions and proferred panaceast

national economic recovery and the reduction of

unemployment are nou' attainable. Tt¡is Budget is a

further step in that direction. I commend it to the House.


